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Le Centre Sheraton Montreal Hotel, QC
The Westin Bayshore, Vancouver, BC
Sheraton Centre Toronto, ON

TRUE CONTINUITY FROM MEETING TO MEETING
With a network of our largest Sheraton and Westin hotels and resorts in North America’s
most desirable destinations, the Starwood Convention Collection is a one-stop resource for
large scale, multi-year, multi-property meeting planning. Beneﬁts include a Convention
Service Consultant, the planner’s personal ambassador to ensure everything from paperwork
to planner preferences are streamlined across multiple meetings.

EXCLUSIVE CONCESSIONS START AT
> Room revenue credit to master account
> Attrition allowances
> Complimentary high speed Internet in guest rooms
> Escalating Starpoints® bonus
For more information visit STARWOODCONVENTIONCOLLECTION.COM,
call 877.992.9250 or contact your Global Sales Representative.
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Steve Dempsey’s
THE STEVE
REPORT: MARKET
INTELLIGENCE

“As the person running the [LinkedIn] poll, I can’t
seem to close it or end it…nor are there any additional
analytic tools beyond the results. This is okay if you
are asking a simple question, but not so useful for
more in-depth questions.”

+ bit.ly/lipoll

LOS ANGELES

+ meetingscanada.com/halloffame

HALL OF FAME

+ bit.ly/losang

M+IT Hall of Fame nominations are now open! Last
year, Susan Prophet took home the award for Industry Volunteer. Nominate your peers for this and
other categories online today.
+ meetingscanada.com on the homepage

“The fear of our
dying industry,
with the dawn of
technology and
the economic
downturn,
should now be
eradicated and
we should all feel
empowered to try
new things with
the technologies
that we use.”
LEANNE CALDERWOOD,
CMP, DIRECTOR, GLOBAL
ACCOUNTS, HELMSBRISCOE

+ bit.ly/indthink

INDIAN-THEMED
AFTER PARTY

Ever wonder how many people will
fit, banquet-style, into a 4,000-sq.-ft.
room? Use our Meeting Space Math
online calculator to find the answer.

Listen in on the conversation or better
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the
latest breaking industry news and updates
@MeetingsCanada
6

online.indd 6

View and share event photos, ask for advice
from other planners and suppliers or react
to industry headlines on our Facebook page
(facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

+ bit.ly/indtheme
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GREAT WOLF MEETINGS

FOCUS. FOOD. FUN.

From the moment you arrive at the Great Wolf Lodge, Niagara Falls, expect to be amazed and
amused. Whether you’re hosting an office meeting or a national conference, the Great Wolf Lodge
can accommodate all your corporate needs. Featuring unique team-building activities, spa escapes,
and diverse meeting and banquet space, complete with our very own themed waterpark!

2012 Meeting & Conference Group Rates
Starting at

79.99*

$

• Complimentary Team-Building
• All Suite Accommodations
• Versatile Meeting Space
• Professional Atmosphere with a
Splash of Fun

PHOTO DONNA SANTOS

For more information, contact Group Sales at 905.354.4888 ext. 5701,
or email sales@greatwolfniagara.com or visit greatwolf.com/meetings

*Offer valid for meetings booked by June 30, 2012. May not be valid during holiday or blackout periods. Rates are valid Sunday–Thursday and based on
single occupancy. Rates subject to applicable taxes. Offer may end at any time without notice and is based on availability. Terms and conditions apply.
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THE NEXT GENERATION

Making promises and delivering on them
You will have noticed by now that your old friend, Meetings + Incentive Travel,
has received a complete overhaul—all with you, the reader, in mind. We have
been working hard these last few months to bring you the next generation of
Meetings + Incentive Travel, which will continue to oﬀer analytical and comprehensive content that will help you grow in your career. Plus, we have added
more in-depth substance, stats, destinations and connections. We want to
arm you with the information you need and then inspire and challenge you to
push to your limits and beyond.
The passion you have for this industry is positively overwhelming and we
will deliver the same passion and vibrancy to you throughout all our products.
The industry is strong, but still has a lot to accomplish—we are here to move
this industry forward with you. I encourage you to connect with, and have
your voice heard in, Meetings + Incentive Travel, MeetingsCanada.com and live
at IncentiveWorks.
It is our mission to educate, engage and connect you to the business
events community.
I promise…this is only the beginning!
I want to acknowledge a very special person, without whom the redesign
would not have been possible—our incredible Art Director, Kelsey Bremer.
Kelsey has thrown 150-per-cent into this redesign and this industry. Her passion and eye for our products is astonishing.
I’d also like to thank our whole team. Everyone has worked so hard on the
redesign of all our products—each member of the team brings diﬀerent experiences and talents to the table and it shows in all our products. Thank you!

PHOTO DONNA SANTOS

SON JA CHI LCOTT,
PUBLISHER
SCHILCOTT@MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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“Las Vegas, for my sister’s
wedding. They lost all
her luggage, except her
wedding dress!”

“Food poisoning
in Valencia, Spain.
Not pretty.”

the all-new m+it team
Volume 41, Number 1
january.february 2012
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“Flying from Philadelphia
to Nashville — 115°F
outside, 9 hours in the
airport, 3 hours on
production
the tarmac!”

Meetings + Incentive Travel (M+IT) magazine receives unsolicited features and materials (including letters to the editor) from time to time. M+IT, its affiliates and assignees may use, reproduce, publish, re-publish, distribute, store and archive such submissions in whole or in part in any form or medium whatsoever, without compensation of any sort. Mail Preferences: Occasionally we make our subscriber list available to reputable
companies whose products or services may be of interest to you. If you do not wish your contact information to be made available, please contact us via one of the following methods: Phone: 1-800-668-2374, Fax: 416442-2191, E-Mail: privacyofficer@businessinformationgroup.ca, Subscription Price: Canada $76.00 per year, Outside Canada $106.00 US per year, Single Copy Canada $13.00. Meetings + Incentive Travel is published 6
times per year except for occasional combined, expanded or premium issues, which count as two subscription issues. Meetings + Incentive Travel is indexed in the Canadian Business Index and is available online in the
Canadian Business & Current Affairs Database. Contents Copyright BIG Magazines LP, a division of Glacier BIG Holdings Company Ltd. Canada Post — Canadian publications Mail Sales Product Agreement 40069240
ISSN No. 1915-1125. 80 Valleybrook Drive, North York, ON M3B 2S9. We acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada, through the Canada Periodical Fund (CPF) for our publishing activities.
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We asked this month’s
contributors:
what’s your worst
travel experience?

contributors

20

44

50

64

a nDrew ki nnear
Hard Wired: Making Your
Event Stand Out

sh eila stre e t

a Da M P le tsch

a lla n lyn ch

Balancing Act

A New Year, A New You

St. John’s Destination Piece

“Trying to get to St. Louis for the
meeting of a lifetime; delayed
in Toronto. Hop a connection to
Cincinnati, then Chicago, and get
delayed again there. Travelling
all day to get nowhere, and end
up back in Toronto.”

“Being homesick and making
a phone call to my family on a
payphone with a credit card.
Didn’t realize that ﬁve minutes
would cost me over $100!”

“Forgot to bring any ID to
airport on wedding anniversary
celebration weekend trip to
Quebec City. Airline accepted
non-photo MTO licence form and
car insurance card, plus vouching
for identity by angry wife.”

“Being yanked off the old Orient Express in the middle of
the night by Romanian border
guards in leather trenchcoats and carrying automatic
weapons. It was too much like a
bad movie.”

Contact Andrew at:
andrew@kinnear.me

Contact Sheila at:
sheila@mircommunications.com

Contact Adam at:
pletsch.prose@rogers.com

Contact Allan at:
scribble@ns.sympatico.ca

Meeting Standards of Excellence
Spacious meeting rooms, dedicated planners, accomplished
chefs, exceptional recreational facilities and comfortable guest
accommodations make NAV CENTRE the ideal choice for your
next meeting venue.

www.navcentre.ca
Cornwall, Ontario | One hour from Ottawa
1-877-832-6416
follow us on twitter! (navcentre)
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naturally inspired
NIAG A R A FA LLS, CANA D A

A Traveller’s Choice Destination

A Top Destination in Canada

A Best Outdoor & Adventure Destination
Designated a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve

PHOTO DONNA SANTOS

Niagara Falls forms the perfect backdrop for successful
meetings and conventions. To ensure your next event
has the wow factor your delegates desire, contact the
Niagara Falls Tourism Hospitality Performance Team
at 1-800-563-2557.

1-800-56FALLS | www.niagarafallstourism.com
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AS I SEE IT

TAKING THINGS TO
THE NEXT LEVEL
COMING NEXT ISSUE

The results of M+IT’s annual salary
survey, the only benchmarking study
of its kind in the Canadian meetings
industry. See how you stack up and
get advice on how to earn more.

STAY IN THE KNOW
Sign up for our newsletters,
delivered right to your inbox.
Weekly The top five must-read stories
of the week, plus industry blogs and
important dates.
Monthly In case you missed it, we
recap the most-read industry news of
the month.

PHOTO DONNA SANTOS

meetingscanada.com/newsletters

You hold in your hands the improved and
refreshed M+IT. In keeping with that idea
of renewal, we present an article, by Sheila
Street, editor of Toronto-based Together
Family, outlining strategies to improve
work/life balance, often a diﬃcult task for
meeting planners, whose jobs are anything
but 9-to-5. Factor in family and that balancing act can become challenging.
A second article, by writer Adam
Pletsch, details four key business goals
for 2012 (increasing business; incorporating CSR, green and virtual elements into
events; staying abreast of technologies)
and oﬀers experts’ tips on how to reach
those crucial objectives.
These pieces are must-reads and share
a common thread: how to take things to
the next level, personally and professionally. More importantly, though, that same
core-value goal can—indeed, must—be
applied to the wider meetings group, to
reach a vital objective: taking our industry
to the next level.
That can only happen with a meetings
community that is committed to the idea
of collective self-improvement. It can only
happen with a well-educated community
and one that embraces change. It can only
happen with an industry that conducts itself to the highest professional standards.

And while our industry has made great
strides in these areas, there’s still a ways to
go before we get to where we need to be.
Certainly, the shared commitment to selfdevelopment and moving forward is strong.
Witness it in the well-attended education
sessions at our annual IncentiveWorks trade
show and conference. See it in the dedication to earning professional accreditations
and pursuing continuing education. Find
it in the energy, creativity and innovation
planners and suppliers bring to their jobs,
every day.
The personal and the professional, the
individual and the collective, feed one another, which can’t help but have ramiﬁcations (all good) for our industry.
Some news: We are reviving our Editorial Advisory Board, as a way to garner
insight on industry issues and receive feedback on our magazine, to drive our continuing evolution. Stay tuned.

D ON D OU LOF F,
MANAGING EDITOR
DDOULOFF@MEETINGSCANADA.COM

M+IT EDITORIAL MANDATE Meetings industry and travel publications are often offered free FAM trips, accommodations and gifts.
M+IT magazine only accepts those that will be featured in the magazine or online through editorial content. Destinations are chosen
through reader surveys and market research.
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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ma rch
event spotlight
Keep on top of professional
development and networking
opportunities in the business
events community.

fe b r ua ry
CanSPEP Annual
Conference
Celebrating its 15th year, CanSPEP’s annual
conference takes place at the Hilton Hotel
and Suites Niagara Falls/Fallsview. Speakers include James Spellos, Mark Bowden
and comedienne Meg Soper, topped off by
a gala celebration of the association’s anniversary. Registration is open to planners
and suppliers. canspep.ca

Hotel Association of Canada
Annual Conference
The HAC Conference highlights important
trends in Canadian lodging. Held at the
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel, this year’s
conference features keynote speakers David
Suzuki and Chip Conley, founder and executive chairman of Joie De Vivre. The HAC
Conference is held in conjunction with the
Canadian Tourism Marketing Summit and
Online Revealed Canada. hacconference.ca
MPI Toronto Annual
Awards Gala
The meetings industry will come together
for its annual awards gala called “Reveal the
Magic of MPI,” to celebrate the achievements of their peers. The Westin Harbour
Castle in Toronto will play host to an evening of “fun and magical merriment,” as both
nominees and award recipients are celebrated for their contributions to the meetings
and events industry. mpitoronto.org

ADDITIONAL INDUSTRY EVENTS:
FEBRUARY
+ 23 It’s T.I.M.E Conference, MPI BC
Chapter, The Westin Bayshore
Vancouver, Vancouver.
+ 29 Networking Cocktail, MPI
Montreal and Quebec Chapter,
Montreal Canadiens Hall of Fame,
Bell Centre, Montreal.
MARCH
+ 6 The Conference Innovators’ DNA,
PCMA Canada East Chapter, Toronto.
+ 7 The Conference Innovators’ DNA,
PCMA Canada East Chapter, Ottawa.
+ 8 Board Elections and Roundtables
Luncheon, MPI Ottawa Chapter,
Fairmont Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.
+ 13 ISES Mingles, ISES Vancouver
Chapter, Location TBA.
+ 21 March Meeting, Site Canada,
Location TBA.
+ 22 AGM, MPI BC Chapter, Location TBA
FOR MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS, VISIT
MEETINGSCANADA.COM

CanSPEP - Canadian Society of Professional Event Planners ISES - International Special Events Society MPI - Meeting Professionals International

REGISTRATION
OPENS APRIL 2

14

HOSTED BUYER
REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN!

EXHIBIT SPACE
ON SALE NOW!

MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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PCMA CONVENING LEADERS
The Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA)
saw 3,751 attendees at its annual four-day education conference,
Convening Leaders, in San Diego, Calif., Jan. 9-12.
Known for its variety of breakout sessions and streamed content, PCMA went one step further this year, offering attendees complimentary admittance to the co-located Virtual Edge Summit.
The conference averaged about two keynote speakers a day,
tasked with enlightening and inspiring those who have seen it all.
Engagement, first impressions, social gaming, the unconscious
mind, and the idea human beings can be reduced to “life code”
were discussed and re-discussed days later. Closing keynote
speaker Bert Jacobs challenged everyone to live like we did as a
child, with our arms wide open.
The conference’s networking functions took attendees from a
ballroom at the Manchester Grand Hyatt, to the USS Midway for
the Party with a Purpose fundraiser and into the streets of the
Gaslamp Quarter for the “Urban Convergence” block party.
GREAT IDEAS
The opening general session included three 20-minute presentations by keynote speakers on three different topics. One speaker
did a virtual presentation, while attendees could attend breakout
sessions by the other two keynotes if they chose.
Breakfast was served in an expanded learning lounge, which
featured formal and informal presentations on hybrid and virtual

AS I SEE IT
wrap-ups

events, hot topics and community connections, as well as a handson BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) tech lab. The learning lounge
was available throughout the conference.
Convening Leaders offered three days of optional fitness classes, which included Zumba, Pilates and a Fun Run/Walk on the final
morning (pre-registration required).
In an effort to reduce PCMA’s carbon footprint, shuttle numbers were reduced and sponsored petty cabs offered attendees
complimentary transportation. —CHR I STI N E OTS U KA

Boss. Colleague. Partner. Friend.
Give them the recognition they deserve.

Nominate your peers for a 2012
M+IT Hall of Fame Award today.
Visit meetingscanada.com/halloffame for a full
list of categories and nomination form.

MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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Program design hinges on
five fundamental points in
the planning process.

INTELLIGENT
DESIGN
BY JIM RUSZALA
When developing an effective incentivetravel program, understanding the components that create the ‘wow’ factor for
your participants is key. In years past, this
discussion primarily focused on destination and activities. While these are important, successful planners will expand their
framework and do so while keeping in
mind their decided-upon business objectives and budget concerns.
Incentive-travel design hinges on addressing five fundamental points in your
planning process. Finding out how each
can operate in concert, based on your
organizational and program participants’
needs, wants and preferences can make
for a more meaningful, motivational and
measurable set of performance outcomes.
THE EXPERIENCE
The travel experience must be compelling enough to the individual participant
to get them excited to improve their performance. Based on extensive participant
research, the experience that drives the
highest levels of excitement include:
+ Sun and fun destinations
+ Expanded guest policies (not just
spouse or guest, but opportunities to
bring along family)
+ Unscheduled time for leisure activities
+ Relevant reward/recognition activities
Today’s participants are more savvy and
particular about the type of experience
they have the opportunity to earn. The true
measurement of today’s incentive-travel
16

program is based on engagement. Before,
during and even after a program, participant engagement is something that has to
be earned, retained and grown. Focusing
on the experience throughout the life cycle
of the program lends the best approach
towards more effectively incenting participants and achieving business objectives.
QUALIFICATION STRUCTURE
Above all, the qualification guidelines must
be perceived as fair and attainable. For this
reason, we recommend companies institute
targets based upon individual performance
targets, not just simply rewarding the top
one to three per cent of the group.
COMMUNICATION
Client studies show that as many as one
in four participants in an incentive-travel
program are unaware they are eligible for
the program. Remedy this by ensuring adequate money is available for the kick-off
announcement, as well as regularly scheduled updates on standings to maintain
program buzz, excitement and continued
engagement. Also, ensure there is organization-wide support by encouraging topand mid-level leadership to communicate
continually and reinforce program goals in
their regularly scheduled staff meetings.
MEASURE FOR EFFECTIVENESS
Given that most incentive-travel programs
only award participants based upon such
objectives as successfully achieving some
prescribed sales target, it is relatively easy
to identify ROI. However, it is a good idea
to leverage this group of sales leaders to
model exceptional sales skills by enlisting
them in promoting brand values and better
equipping them to become ambassadors
for your important business objectives.
Conducting post or pre-to-post surveys on
this group can provide you better insight
and understanding into the important contribution these people can play well beyond the travel experience.
INCLUDE PARTICIPANTS
Most programs are primarily driven by the
budget stakeholder and planner. In some

instances, their decisions about trip length,
location, guest policy and activities are
informed by surveys or input from a sales
advisory council or past program participants. We believe this approach can be
greatly enhanced by leveraging the voice
of the participant to really fine-tune your
program design. Joint research can give
you unprecedented insight into what really
motivates your audience—insight that can
be used to create a new and better ‘wow’
factor for your participants.
—Jim Ruszala is director of marketing at
St. Louis, Mo.-based Maritz Travel Co.

The Wow Factor
Give your event participants a teaser
that will raise their excitement level
by awakening their senses.

SIGHT
An elaborate bejeweled
New York invitation
hidden in a Tiffany blue
silk-bowed box.
TASTE
A miniature box of
scrumptious Swiss
chocolates with an Old
World custom logo.
FEEL
A stress ball in the shape of a
bottle of Irish Guinness or a
bottle of fine French wine.
SMELL
The fragrance of
California sunshine
captured in citrus
perfumed spa products.
HEAR
An e-blast from the
past or a phone message with 30 seconds
of “Viva Las Vegas”!

MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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DO TITLES MATTER?

It’s been suggested that the term “meeting planner” should be done away with, because
it doesn’t connote managerial or professional responsibilities. What do you think?
AS TOLD TO CHRISTINE OTSUKA

corporate

government

ALAN
MCARDLE, CMP

Events Specialist,
National Conference &
Event Management,
Deloitte Management
Services LP
The perception of
the title “meeting planner” to someone who
does not know much about our industry
[implies someone who undertakes] “small
scale projects” and is very junior in their
role. However, as a planner myself, I know
that this is not the case with the majority
of my fellow industry colleagues who have
this exact or similar title. The title “meeting planner” does not accurately reflect the
roles and responsibilities that are involved
with the scope and volume of complex projects that planners work on. I think planners
would gain more respect from stakeholders within their organizations, and people
inside/outside of our industry, if titles
represented a project-management role.
It all comes back to perception. People are
seen in a different light based on their professional or departmental titles. There are
many different planner titles within our industry, yet few represent the role and what
is involved.
I think something like “event management professional” makes a powerful, bold
statement and better reflects a planner’s
overall responsibilities.

The Final
Verdict

association

NANCY MILANI

Show & Events
Manager,
Thunder Bay Chamber
of Commerce
Although I am
someone who is
not particularly impressed with titles, I do believe the title of
“meeting planner” is rather ambiguous and
does not clearly explain the multi-level responsibilities that go along with it.
I did some research with colleagues in
and outside of my industry and interestingly enough, it was unanimously felt that
most people perceive a meeting planner as
an administrative position. The term does
not reflect the skills, responsibilities, influence or risks involved with the position.
I do truly believe that most people
(especially those outside the industry)
have no concept of what goes on behind
the scenes and the extent to which meeting planners go to ensure that a meeting,
event or conference is a success. I personally have experienced this firsthand
with employers who are ecstatic at the
results and have virtually no idea what
skills, time and effort it entails to reach
those successes.
What alternative titles might better
connote the position? Something bearing
the word “consultant” is more appropriate,
as in many, many ways that is what we do.

Looks like industry veteran Duff Shaw was on to
something when he suggested the term “meeting planner” should go the way of the caveman
and be replaced by “meeting professional” (an
idea we included in our M+IT industry think
tank article, which appeared in our November/
December, 2011, issue). This idea stood out to me

CHELSEA CREALOCK
Regional Events
Coordinator,
Canadian Paraplegic
Association of Ontario

For all intents and
purposes, I am an
event planner for
a charitable organization, but as events
aren’t the only means that we use for raising awareness and funds, I agree that the
title “event planner” or “meeting planner”
doesn’t do justice to all the other responsibilities we have.
We have to manage people, both our
own people (volunteers and staff) and
sometimes even a venue’s people, to ensure our needs are met.
Recently, my title was changed from
“community development coordinator” to
“regional event coordinator”—changing
my title satisfied someone else’s ego, in
the connotation that “they do more than
I.” More often than not, when I am speaking to potential funders and sponsors, they
ask to speak to my “manager,” because my
title reflects that I am just a “go to,” not a
decision maker, which is totally incorrect. I
am autonomous in my responsibilities and
duties—a one-person team.
I absolutely agree that there is a better
term for the “meeting planner.” Perhaps,
“doer of all things,” or “master of meeting
execution.”

then, and it’s struck a chord with three different
types of meeting planners (or should I say, meeting managers or consultants), as they’re singing
a similar tune. So how do you lose the “meeting
planner” label? Be proactive and ask.
HAVE AN OPINION?

E-mail cotsuka@meetingscanada.com
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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Only in Scotland can you combine business with
pleasure so well.
We all know that as much business is done on the
golf course as it is in the Board Room, and as the
undisputed Home of Golf with over 550 courses, you’ll
be spoilt for choice in Scotland.
And it’s not just the championship courses in
breathtaking surroundings that will inspire you. With

Look at business
from another
perspective.

a range of unique venues, we have your next event
covered from all angles.
And it’s never been easier to get here. So to find out
more about hosting an event in Scotland,
log onto conventionscotland.com/us
Or perhaps that should be unconventional Scotland.

Only in Scotland
Scotland.indd 18
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

HIGHLAND MEETINGS
Filled with
pride, Scotland
warmly awaits
Spanning more than 8,000
years of proud history, Scotland is renowned for its warm
welcome and its blended
infrastructure of historic sites
and modern comforts. Celebrating 2012 as the “Year of
Creative Scotland,” the country is preparing to welcome
the world in 2014, when it
hosts both the Commonwealth
Games and the coveted Ryder
Cup, at The Gleneagles Hotel,
in Perthshire.
For meeting planners,
Scotland raises the bar, with
a dynamic offering of innovative meeting spaces, newly
renovated hotels and unique
festivals. From the breathtaking
Highlands, to the cities of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, Scotland’s compact infrastructure
allows delegates to experience
endless history and culture.
State-of-the-art meeting venues include Glasgow’s
240,627-sq.-ft. Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre (SECC), Scotland’s premier
national conference venue.
In 2013, the Scottish Hydro

Scotland.indd 19

Arena at EICC will add a
12,000-seat global entertainment and sporting facility to
the mix. Since 1995, the Edinburgh International Conference Centre (EICC) has hosted
more than 2,500 events in
the capital city. The facility is
undergoing a $114-million expansion phase, to be completed
by spring, 2013.
A Scottish boom of new
and renovated hotel properties
includes the Sheraton Grand
Hotel & Spa, an urban oasis of
state-of-the-art comfort and
technology, featuring newly
renovated meeting spaces.
In 2012, the 60-room Hotel
Indigo will open as Scotland’s
newest boutique property,
while summer fanfare awaits
the opening of the luxurious
new Caledonian Hilton Hotel.
The Caledonian will become
a member of the exclusive
portfolio of Waldorf Astoria
Hotels and Resorts.

Scotland is also rich
in unique and memorable
venues, including the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery, in
Edinburgh. Reopened in 2011
following a $27-million renovation, the historic museum
can host up to 120 for elegant
dinners or 200 for cocktail
receptions.
On the leisure side, Scotland is truly a land of wonders, from historic tours and
eco-adventures, to a round of

authentic Scottish tradition
on some of the world’s most
famous golf courses. Adding
to the country’s golf landscape, the $1.35-billion Trump
International Golf Links, in
Aberdeenshire, is slated to
open in July, 2012, with 36
holes of championship golf.
The resort will also feature
private residences, as well as
a 450-room, five-star hotel
scheduled to open in 2014.
Getting to Scotland is as
easy as a direct flight from
Toronto, New York or Philadelphia, or by connecting to
one of 100 daily flights from
London. Once in country,
Scotland’s infrastructure of
high-speed trains and luxury
coaches makes connectivity seamless, allowing your
program to absorb the ‘best of
Scotland’ at your own pace.
For information on business
tourism in Scotland, visit:
conventionscotland.com/US
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Tech-savvy tips on how to
differentiate your event.

MAKING YOUR EVENT STAND OUT
BY ANDREW KINNEAR

Whether you’re planning an intimate
executive retreat or a conference for thousands, there are a few things you can do
to help differentiate your event. During the
planning stage, while you’re investigating
venues, suppliers and support, think about
how technology can support a terrific experience for the entire range of attendees.
When it comes time to on-site, day-of-event
operations, there are a number of new apps
that could help.
Three new apps that can really add
some ‘slickness’ to a high-volume event are
Eventbrite’s new “At the Door” iPad app,
powering on-site sales and entry management; their paperless ticket system, via the
Eventbrite Mobile App for attendees; and
MailChimp’s “Chimpadeedoo” iPad app, for
simple collection of registration and CRM
data for better post-event marketing.
Eventbrite’s apps are designed to make
the job of the event manager easy and to
streamline the process for attendees. One of
the slowest parts of a high-volume event is
the on-site sales process, so now an army of
iPad-equipped salespeople can tackle the
job of a single POS ticket booth.
MOBILE APP
Eventbrite has released a mobile app that
allows for unique scanning of a paperless
ticket and keeps everything in place. To
these apps’ great credit, I haven’t seen any
other tools that are this useful for managing
both online and on-site events.
When your goal is to collect e-mail

45

%

OF CANADIAN MEETING
PLANNERS USE SOCIAL MEDIA
addresses or have a simple survey tied to
a user in your database, ‘Chimpadeedoo’
works. You can customize the templates
and the questionnaire as you like, and avoid
the expense of having ‘kiosks’ at your tradeshow booth or conference to collect data.
You can add names to your database in realtime, securely and using an iPad.
As an option, the data can be stored
locally—removing the need for an expensive 3G connection—but can easily archive
to the cloud when you get to a WiFi connection in the hotel room or at the office.
Getting into an event is one thing, but
how can you differentiate your event for attendees? If you need to wow the CEO for
the next executive off-site, where there will
be a range of meetings, presentations and
social events, why not specialize?
A venue like the Windsor Arms hotel,
in Toronto, has one of the most advanced
screening rooms in the city.
Outfitted with all the latest in digital
sound and projection technology, in a wellappointed, luxurious and intimate screening
room, it’s the perfect place to showcase that

new product launch to the board of directors or present the latest creative campaign
to the executive team.
SOCIAL FEEDBACK
Sometimes, the AV or technology supplier
will help shape your event. With some planning, you can take your meeting to the next
level, with social feedback. The simplest is
a screen showing real-time tweets from the
event. Be sure to keep in mind things like
availability of WiFi for attendees, to ensure
smooth sailing, as well as publishing the
event’s #hashtag. Since this is standard for
many events now, the next level is probably
interaction. Have a staff member present,
live-tweeting, reading everything and reacting. Room too hot? Take a poll—see if
everyone wants the heat down. Interactivity
and real-time communications will enhance
the attendee’s experience.
At the Canadian Marketing Association
awards, Aimia tested a social-engagement
tool designed in-house. The ‘app like’ mobile website, available to smart-phone users,
allowed attendees to share comments and
photos; see who was attending, along with
contact info; and make song selections with
the DJ. The system relied on digital signage
and a special module for the DJ and the
registration table, but seamlessly engaged
attendees. There were plenty of data points,
from comments to photos to song selection,
that could enhance future events.
—Andrew Kinnear is senior digital strategist for
Aimia, based in Mississauga, Ont.
Twitter: @andrewkinnear

TO MARKET,
TO MARKET
When marketing their events,
Canadian planners have been
using the following methods.
20

BLOGS

WEBSITES

E-MAIL

SOURCE M+IT 2012 MARKET SURVEY

WHEN MARKETING THEIR EVENTS
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Our look at food, drink and
notable restaurant launches.

WHAT TO
EAT NOW
BY DON DOULOFF

Mini-grilled cheese sandwiches

Killer Apps
Says Trevor Lui, director of operations and sustainability,
International Centre, Toronto:
1. COMFORT FOOD Smoked-tomato bisque shooter with mini-grilled
cheese sandwiches; mini-poutine with braised short ribs.
2. SLIDER VARIATIONS Mini-brioche lobster rolls; lamb burgers.
3. BITE-SIZED VERSIONS OF ENTRÉES Butter chicken on basmati-rice
bed, in papadum cup.
4. CRUDITE SHOOTER Julienned raw veggies ’n’ dip, in shooter glasses.

Enough Already!
6 Apps that have thoroughly
worn out their welcome

GREASE IS THE WORD
× Deep-Fried Spring Rolls
× Crabcakes
× Risotto Balls

According to Lyndsay Picciano, CMP, CPCE, director of catering,
Fairmont Copley Plaza Boston:
5. SERVE-YOURSELF STATIONS Mac ’n’ cheese (sample topping: buttery
Ritz Cracker crumbs with herbs); french fries/waﬄe fries in
small boxes (sample topping: truﬄed mayo); mashed potatoes (‘regular’ and sweet potatoes) in martini glass (sample
topping: applewood-smoked bacon bits).
6. CHEESES DISPLAYED ON INDIVIDUAL PLATES with dried fruit and
baguette slice—or as individual, mini-caprese salads.
7. ICE STORM Palate-cleansing sorbet shaped into mini-fruits,
embedded with plastic stem and passed either at table
(pre-dinner) or post-cocktail, as attendees take their seats.

VULCANIZED-RUBBERON-A-STICK
× Petrified Chicken/Beef
Skewers

IT’S NOT 1976, PEOPLE!
× Mini Quiches
× Anything with
Smoked Salmon

PHOTOS International Centre, Martini Club International

Liquid
Assets
Sabrina Greer, head mixologist and events director, Martini
Club International, Toronto, says
cocktails made with PREMIUM SPIRITS
(especially uber-popular 100-percent-agave tequila) and PREMIUM
MIXERS (fresh-pressed juices;
house-made cordials; high-grade
commercial varieties) and BEERBASED COCKTAILS will be hot for 2012.
At right, some of Martini Club’s
thirst-busting creations.

HARVEST MOON
CRUSH

+ Miller Chill
+ Muddled
Wild Berries
+ Lemon
+ Garnish:
Rosemary Sprig

WINTER THYME
M-BELLINI
+ Molson M
+ Fresh
Apricot Juice
+ Pomegranate
Syrup

+ Gin
+ Thyme Syrup
+ Red Grapefruit
Juice
+ Sparkling Elderflower Soda
+ Garnish:
Thyme Sprig

EMERALD PUNCH
+ White Grape Vodka
+ White Cranberry
Juice
+ Elderflower Cordial
+ Sour Mix
+ Garnish: Lime
Wheels, Cucumber
Rounds,
Sliced Grapes

MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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What
happens in
Ottawa
WiLL StAy WitH yOu FOrever

1-800-363-4465
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•

PHOTOS Stock Restaurant, Restaurant Sinclair

Fresh from hosting the highly successful
2012 NHL All Star Game, Ottawa’s
convention and hospitality community
is totally on its game. A sparkling new
convention centre, great hotels, a world
leading airport, and unique delegate
experiences all combine to make meetings
here, truly memorable. Contact us today
for destination-wide bids, FAMs,
planning assistance and more.

www.OttawatOurism.ca/meetings
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Dining Debuts

Stock Restaurant

+ stockrestaurant.com

STOCK restaurant launched in February on the 31st ﬂoor
of TRUMP INTERNATIONAL HOTEL & TOWER TORONTO . Menu Mode:
Farm-raised steaks, chops and sustainable seafood.
Sweet Tooth: Desserts include confections made in the
chocolate lab, a dedicated, temp-controlled kitchen.
Wine: Globally sourced, with vintages exclusive to Stock,
via master sommelier John Szabo. Room: Art deco
(1920s glamour; rich woods, plush leather, sleek chrome).
Kitchen: Exec chef Todd Clarmo (ex-Langdon Hall and
Canoe); chef de cuisine Paul Banallick (ex-Auberge du
Pommier). Seating Capacity: Main restaurant, 105 (available for buyout); private loft, 35; open-air skypatio, 12.

PHOTOS Stock Restaurant, Restaurant Sinclair

Restaurant Sinclair

+ restaurantsinclair.com

RESTAURANT SINCLAIR opened Dec. 7, 2011, in
the HOTEL ST-SULPICE, in Old Montreal. Menu
Mode: Contemporary French. Sweet Tooth:
A short, but well-conceived, dessert carte,
courtesy of pastry chef Joe Rodriguez.
Wine: Sommeliers Marc-Olivier Gavina
and Catherine Albert have compiled a
list favouring Europe, especially France.
Room: Contemporary chic, in black, gold
and red, punctuated by an onyx bar, limestone ﬂoor and custom-made wallpapers
and banquettes. Kitchen: Exec chef Stelio
Perombelon (ex-Pullman and ex-Les Cons
Servent). Seating Capacity: Main restaurant, 100; Le Moyne room, 80; Sinclair
lounge, 40; Le Royer room, 30; JeanneMance room, 10.
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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Business travel is not a
vacation from working out.

STAYING
ON TRACK
ON THE ROAD
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA
Before I found my way to the events and incentivetravel industry, I worked in a gym. Not just any gym—a
women’s circuit-training gym. Back then, my priority was
knowing the names, exercise habits, goals and struggles
of every woman who walked through the door. I knew if
they had kids, if they were going on vacation, if they had
a demanding career. I’d watch them track their attendance, and soon, I learned it didn’t take much to derail a
solid gym-going run. It didn’t make sense to me then.
But now, I know.
There are so many factors that can interrupt a fitness program. Travelling is perhaps the worst offender.
It removes us, not only from our daily routines, but also
from our home base. When we travel for work, we’re not
just saying goodbye to our loved ones, our house and
our dog, we’re also physically removing ourselves from
the places we exercise. Goodbye neighbourhood yoga
studio and corporate gym. Goodbye regular workouts.
Unless you’re a Jennifer Garner type, and will find
a way to exercise every day, even if that means 4:00
a.m. gym sessions, being away from your home base is
enough to throw a wrench in that leg press.
I’m no Jennifer Garner. I don’t love the gym. Working
out works for me because I pack a gym bag every day,
haul it with me through three modes of public transportation to get to work, and pass by my gym on my way
home. The fact that I’ve lugged that gym bag on my
right shoulder through rush-hour crowds and cramped
subway cars is motivation enough to use what’s in it.
But when I’m away from my home base—travelling to
another country on a FAM, or learning all I can at industry conferences—I get derailed. And once your fitness
routine is derailed, it takes heaps of effort to get back
into the habit of working out when your plane hits the
home tarmac.
So how do you steer clear of this less-than-ideal
fate? How do you avoid derailing your fitness plan?
Here are some easy-to-follow options for keeping
you on track while travelling:

IN-ROOM FITNESS
Some hotels are delivering everything from yoga mats
and videos to recumbent bikes and folding treadmills
for those who prefer to work out in the comfort and
privacy of their hotel room. At the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Company, in-room fitness options such as Pilates DVDs
and yoga mats are in high demand at the majority of
the company’s 78 hotels worldwide. Another major hotelier, Sheraton Hotels & Resorts, invested $120-million
to expand both in-room and gym facilities, after a guest
survey revealed increased demand. Sheraton’s workoutin-a-bag includes exercise cards, mats and resistance
bands for strength training. So if you’re the type who
likes to sweat solo, call to see what you can order up to
your room before you book.
CONFERENCE CLASSES
Thanks to fitness-focused event planners and groups
like Training Mobs, conference attendees can enjoy
group yoga classes, stretch sessions and boot camps
like those created for the 2011 South by South West
(SXSW) conference in Austin, Texas, or most recently,
at 2012 Convening Leaders, PCMA’s annual education
conference held this past January in San Diego, Calif.
If you’re attending a conference, find out if there are
early-morning fitness classes built into the conference
program and sign up. You’re more likely to participate if
you have to sign-up in advance, and you’ll push yourself
harder when other people are watching. Bonus: Group
classes are a great place to meet conference delegates
and bond over a common non-work-related interest.
TRAINING THROUGH SKYPE
If you’re dependent on your personal trainer for motivation, or if you need that “I’ve-already-paid-for-this” motivator to get you going, then take your personal trainer
on the road with you, via your laptop or tablet. Skype, a
web-based program that allows you to call anywhere in
the world through your Internet connection and see the

good
for
your
group
You may or may not
be a fitness junkie,
but chances are, if
you’re planning a
meeting or conference, several of your
attendees will be
fitness-minded. Here
are some applications for your group:
+ Survey attendees
to understand
their interest level
in fitness.
+ Be mindful of
gym quality,
running routes
and access to
parks when
choosing a hotel.
+ Consider a
9:00 a.m. start, to
allow attendees
to exercise before
breakfast.
+ Have the hotel
organize a group
run or fitness
class for
attendees.
+ Build free time
into the program.
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26

%

wished their hotel could
help with nearby yoga or
spinning studios

of business travellers

-OMNI HOTEL & RESORTS WELLNESS REPORT, 2011

person you’re calling, has new applications for fitness.
Use Skype to continue to exercise with your personal
trainer, without paying his or her travel expenses. For
best results, make sure you have a wireless Internet connection in your room.
BECOME A RUNNER
I recently had a conversation with Calgary-based
personal trainer James Fell, whose name you may
recognize because he’s a fitness columnist for the
Los Angeles Times and Chatelaine.com. He said,
“If you’re not a runner, do whatever it takes to become
one.” Beyond being a great calorie burner, it’s one of
the best forms of exercise for people who travel often
on business. Why? It offers ultimate flexibility. You can
do it anywhere, anytime. You don’t need any special
equipment, besides your gym clothes, running shoes
and maybe your iPod. It can be as simple as walking
out the front door of the hotel and exploring the downtown, countryside or beach. If you prefer a bit more
structure, check with the concierge. Many hotels offer
maps of running routes in the area. And for some extra motivation, check with your hotel and see if they
offer early-morning group runs for hotel guests. For
instance, participating Westin hotel properties, like Le
Westin Montreal, run with clients and guests three times
a week as part of the RunWESTIN program.

Get Motivated
SIGN UP FOR
GROUP ACTIVITIES
You’ll work harder when other
people are watching and your
instructor will hold you accountable if you don’t show up.
26
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THE $5 BIKE
If you bike at home, take spinning classes, or simply
want to change up your workout routine while travelling, consider renting a bike. These days, you can find
rows of bikes for rent in the downtown core of major
cities thanks to BIXI, a public biking system. Although
BIXI was originally designed as an alternative mode of
urban transportation, there’s nothing stopping you from
charging the nominal $5 fee to your credit card and going for a 30-minute spin purely for fitness purposes. It’s
a great way to explore the local area, run errands and
get a little (or a lot) of exercise without trying to stuff
your mountain bike into your suitcase.
PLAN AHEAD
Always plan before you go. If you’re a traditional gymgoer, check out the fitness facilities online before you
book, or call ahead to ensure everything is operational.
If you prefer to run, scope out running routes or nearby
parks. See if your hotel has yoga mats on-site and if
so, bring your laptop, favourite yoga DVD and find your
calm. Finally, pack your workout clothes and shoes. They
take up valuable room in your suitcase, but if you don’t
bring them, it’s like you’re committing to not working
out, before you’ve left your house.
—Christine Otsuka is Assistant Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel

Need an extra boost of motivation?
Try these on for size.

BUY SOME NEW GEAR
Investing in new exercise clothes
and shoes will boost your confidence. Plus, you’ll be excited to
try them out!

SCHEDULE A WAKE-UP CALL
Use wake-up calls as calls-toexercise or reminders for group
fitness activities.

MAKE A NEW MP3 PLAYLIST
Reserve a specific music playlist
for working out. That way, each
time you play it, the music will
help trigger your mind and
body to work hard.
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TORONTO’S CHOICE FOR MEETINGS SINCE 1929

THANK YOU M&IT READERS FOR SELECTING
THE FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK AS ONE OF YOUR
FAVOURITE CANADIAN HOTELS.
The award-winning Fairmont Royal York is the hotel of choice to hold business
meetings, multimedia conferences, product launches, company incentives, or
conventions in Toronto. With an extensive range of meeting and function
rooms, elegant boardrooms and state-of-the-art executive meeting facilities,
The Fairmont Royal York is as flexible and accommodating as it is prestigious.

For more information about meetings and conventions at The Fairmont Royal York,
please visit us at www.fairmontmeetings.com or call 1 800 441 1414.
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BEST VENUES WITH BEDS

Each year, we survey our readers on their business predictions and
preferences in the meeting planning industry as part of M+IT’s annual Market Report survey. In the past, we’ve bestowed Readers’
Choice Awards—our top honour for meeting supply companies—to
Canadian hotels and venues based on our readers’ responses when
asked which hotel or venue has exceeded their expectations and
best catered to their group’s needs. This year, we’ve expanded our
Readers’ Choice Awards by adding six new categories, including favourite airline, convention and visitors bureau, audiovisual supplier,
hotel chain, charter transportation and online registration system.
We asked for your favourites and you answered the call. Here are
the results, in no particular order.

WESTIN BAYSHORE
VANCOUVER, BC

28

WHITE OAKS CONFERENCE
RESORT & SPA
NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE,ON

WESTIN OTTAWA
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FAIRMONT WATERFRONT VANCOUVER

DELTA VANCOUVER SUITES

FUEL YOUR
INSPIRATION

FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK
TORONTO, ON

ing.

onferenc
Inspired C

BEST HOTEL CHAINS
+ FAIRMONT HOTELS
& RESORTS
+ WESTIN HOTELS
& RESORTS

1.800.263.5766
WWW.WHITEOAKSRESORT.COM
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BEST VENUES WITHOUT BEDS

VANCOUVER CONVENTION CENTRE

THE CARLU
TORONTO, ON

OTTAWA CONVENTION CENTRE

30
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BEST
AIRLINES

AIR CANADA

WESTJET

BEST
AV
+ STAGEVISION INC.
+ MEDIACO
+ SW AUDIO VISUAL

PORTER AIRLINES

BEST

BEST ONLINE
REGISTRATION

+
+
+
+

REGONLINE
GO BIG EVENT
EVENTBRITE
DOTCOM YOUR EVENT

TRANSPORTATION

+
+
+
+

PACIFIC WESTERN
AYR COACH LINES
NIAGARA AIRBUS INC.
SWIFT TRANSPORTATION
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TOURISM MONTREAL
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ou have to hand it to meeting planners.
They’re eternal optimists, always seeing
the glass as half full, always viewing the
world through rose-coloured glasses. In
our Market Report, that translates to predictions—
expectations, really—that, more often than not, exceed marketplace reality.
Yet this year appears to be different. Planners’
forecasts for 2012 have been tempered by reality and
brought back to earth, due, no doubt, to the brutal
economic downturn of the last three-plus years.
This year, planners’ expectations don’t exceed reality, but reflect it, as a number of bellwether survey
results stand out: Scaled-back meeting-spend increases. Decreases in the number and size of meetings, and room nights. Taken together, these numbers
tell the story of an industry that has survived some
rough waters and is chastened, but wiser for it.
But make no mistake. By any measure, our industry is strong. And if anything, our respondents’
predictions for growth—modest, yes, but growth
nonetheless—reflect a stable industry and align with

such key economic indicators as the Canadian inflation rate, which stands at around 2.3 per cent.
We credit the more realistic 2012 predictions to
an industry that is coming of age in a number of
exciting ways. As a young, educated planner base
enters the industry, it raises the professionalism of
the industry as a whole, so an increasing number of
its members operate from a position of heightened
awareness. And it’s that elevated level of awareness
that shapes the general outlook and, consequently,
the numbers found in our survey.
Hand in hand with that professionalism are the
opinions of industry members who, like M+IT, care
deeply about our industry and want to take it to the
next level. These seasoned thought leaders are constantly proposing ways in which we, as an industry,
need to improve our business practices so they truly
become best practices.
Our industry is operating from a position of stability. Great things will come.
For a comprehensive summary of this year’s Market Report numbers, turn the page…
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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ABOUT THE SURVEY

MEETINGS
7. EDMONTON

In a word, Canadian planners are conservative in their outlook
for 2012, especially when it comes to forecasts in key areas such
as meeting spend. Clearly, 2011 provided a reality check: in 2010,
planners’ forecast a 5.9-per-cent meeting-spend increase, and in
fact, spending only grew by 3.8 per cent.
With a softer-than-expected 2011, planners have scaled back
their outlook for 2012, predicting meeting-spend growth of 3.4
per cent—an increase, to be sure, but a smaller one.
Planners are predicting smaller and shorter meetings (smaller
budgets equals smaller meetings). Moreover, fewer meetings are
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expected to be held in Canada this year, with 53 per cent of respondents saying the number of meetings booked north of the
49th Parallel will not increase, but will stay the same.
This year’s numbers also reveal that planners like having the
best of both worlds, by embracing new meetings technology,
while still seeing value in old-fashioned face-to-face meetings.
Internal and external face-to-face meetings, requiring travel or
off-site venues, are predicted to grow this year, as are webcastdriven meetings and virtual trade shows (or other virtual services
used to conduct business).
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while still seeing value in old-fashioned face-to-face meetings.
Internal and external face-to-face meetings, requiring travel or
off-site venues, are predicted to grow this year, as are webcastdriven meetings and virtual trade shows (or other virtual services
used to conduct business).
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INCENTIVE TRAVEL + REWARDS
The big story this year: there’s been a massive shift
in incentives, with a huge jump in the number of
programs expected to take place in Canada and the
U.S. Massive, indeed, with 71 per cent of respondents
indicating they expect to hold incentives in Canada
this year (versus 35 per cent last year) and 68 per
cent saying they’ll favour the U.S. (versus the 46 per
cent figure seen previously).

10. WINNIPEG

This aligns with the conservative, scaled-back
mood of our respondents, as Canadian planners are
expecting to stick close to home for their 2012 incentives, as a way to simplify logistics and, more importantly, reduce program costs.
That’s a natural, further fallout from the last few
years of recession-battered meetings and events,
which have caused planners to embrace caution.
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$608,350

2011 AVERAGE

$535,368

2010 AVERAGE

$577,291

2009 AVERAGE

$636,800

2008 AVERAGE

$933,400

$2,837

AN INCREASE OF $92 FROM 2011

Professional development ranked high on the list
of targeted rewards, and in a down economy, that
makes good business sense.
“Rewarding employees is especially important
when the economic news is negative,” says Barbara
Mitchell, of The Mitchell Group, and co-author of The
Essential HR Handbook. “Employees crave personal
development, so encourage key staffers by letting
them take advantage of training and development
opportunities,” writes Mitchell.
The good news is, our industry offers plenty of
professional-development options, from training
programs and continuing education courses, to
trade show education sessions, and accreditation
programs. So investing in employees has never been
easier to do, or more important.
Another key facet of rewards, recognition awards,
also placed near the top of this year’s list.
“Rewards and recognition are effective ways to
‘glue’ your employees to your organization at any
time, but are even more important in today’s difficult
times,” writes Mitchell. “It costs a lot to replace a valued employee, so why not invest just a little to keep
them with your organization.”
But on top of that, it’s key that these programs
don’t operate in a vacuum.
To have staying power, and to be effective, programs should be highly publicized; have a short shelf
life and be changed frequently; should have variety;
and don’t necessarily have to involve cash, which is a
short-term motivator, writes Mitchell.
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YEAR-END CASH BONUS
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ABOVE FIGURES BASED ON 2012 FORECAST
*FIG 6. USA EAST COAST IS DEFINED AS MASSACHUSETTS TO THE CAROLINAS. USA SUNBELT IS DEFINED
AS GEORGIA TO TEXAS. USA WEST COAST IS DEFINED AS CALIFORNIA, NEVADA AND ARIZONA.
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THE PROOF
“Our company manages conferences and
meetings only in Canada. We are seeing increased competition to land small
to mid-sized conferences in a larger way
than we have ever seen before. This will
allow our clients to go to cities that may
have been too expensive in the past. Our
clients are looking closely at AV and F&B
costs and we are looking for ways to save
money on both. Attendance for events in
2012 for our clients will be at or above 2011
levels and we see this growth continuing,
especially as we have seen group room
rates plateau and even drop.”
Jonathan Strauss, president,
Strauss Event and Association
Management
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“I’d agree that there is smaller meeting
spend predictions for 2012, especially as it
relates to government events. I’d agree to
a small decrease in meeting size, maybe
in the neighbourhood of about 10 per cent
as organizations control how many people
they sent to conferences. We saw this in
2011 and it will continue. Mergers and acquisitions will also impact this.
“I can’t comment on incentives destinations, but anecdotally I would agree this
makes sense.
“At this point I don’t necessarily agree
that there will be fewer meetings in Canada. We are seeing activity from groups
that we have not worked with before, so
I think there is potentially an uptake in
the number of meetings from 2011. I just
had lunch with a hotel sales rep and she

definitely felt this way for her property.
“Some other predictions I would have:
+ Virtual / Hybrid meetings will augment face to face. I don’t think they
will replace physical meetings, but
as the technology gets better, they
will be part of the mix, in part to help
with the decreased participation at
the actual event.
+ Mobile Apps replace printed materials, particularly as it relates to the
program and sponsor kit inserts
+ Tablets replace binders, again as the
technology gets better and you can
‘write’ on the documents.”
Phil Ecclestone, CMP,
vice-president,
Golden Planners Inc.
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ABOUT SCOTT
Since 2006, Scott has created public
installations and innovative fundraising platforms to spread international
awareness of the global water crisis.
With the help of more than 250,000
donors worldwide, charity: water has
raised over $60-million and funded
6,185 water projects in 19 developing
nations. Those projects will provide
over 2.5-million people with clean,
safe drinking water. Scott was named
in Fortune Magazine’s 40 under 40
list, and the Forbes Impact 30 list.

AUGUST 22, 2012

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

RETHINK
THE WAY
YOU DO
BUSINESS
KEYNOTE
PRESENTATION
Scott Harrison took a well-known cause,
the worldwide water crisis, founded a
charity and used the innovative marketing
techniques he honed over 10 years as an
event promoter in New York City to build
charity: water into a successful fundraising
enterprise, amongst the better-known
options. His secret? Looking at his charity
as a business, rethinking the way things
are done and doing it all with a level of
transparency. Harrison has up-ended the
business of fundraising and will inspire
you to make the same bold changes in the
way you do business.

SCOTT HARRISON
FOUNDER, CHARITY:WATER
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How working parents and their
employers are finding middle ground to
address the issue of work/life balance.

BY SHEILA STREET

“That’s an interesting question,” says Cynthia Richards, president
of Event Spectrum Inc. (ESI). We’re sitting in her midtown Toronto
office and I’ve just asked her to describe her ideal employee. Cynthia has worked in the industry for 30 years. She’s interested by my
question because the “ideal employee” has changed so much since
her career began.
“I was narrowed down to the top three candidates at Nissan,”
Cynthia explains of her first job in the events industry, “and one of
the questions they asked me was, ‘am I married or am I in a relationship?’ because of the commitment to travel.” She laughs at this idea
now, because the majority of her employees are in relationships and
many have children.
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MANAGING BALANCE BACKUP CHILDCARE

Today, rather than discouraging
an equilibrium between work and
personal life, wise business owners
strive to keep their employees happy
and help them to achieve, and manage, a
better work/life balance.
According to a recent study of Canada’s
Best 50 Employers, conducted by Maclean’s
magazine, engaging employees and making
them feel personally valued improves their
commitment and contribution to the business overall.
Employers realize they’ll get more from
their employees if they support them at
work as well as outside of it.
Alison Silcoﬀ, of the award-winning Alison Silcoﬀ Events Inc., in Montreal, believes
that the more her employees have going on
in their personal lives, the more productive
they are at work.
“I’m a firm believer that if you want
something done, give it to a busy person.”
She admits, however, that motherhood is a
diﬀerent kind of busy.
Silcoﬀ recalls, when her children were
younger, meeting them at a coﬀee shop
by her office to help them with their homework, only to rush back to work for the
evening. “Nothing is easy as a mother,” says
Silcoﬀ, “but that doesn’t mean that mothers can’t do this job and do it really well.”
In some ways, mothers are ideally suited to
the events industry, because they “have to
be even better planners than someone who
doesn’t have that responsibility. [Work]
is just one more thing on their roster,” observes Silcoﬀ.
“It’s an industry of women,” explains
ESI co-president Zora Kriz, “so there has to
be an understanding of what mothers go
through, there has to be some ﬂexibility.”
This ﬂexibility comes in many forms. There
are plenty of creative strategies being taken
by both employers and employees to ensure
that both their careers and their personal
lives are healthy.
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Bennett Jones, a law firm based in Calgary,
is among Canada’s Best 50 Employers listed
in Maclean’s. Bennett Jones was recognized
for its backup childcare program. If something goes wrong with one of their employee’s childcare arrangements, Bennett Jones
will find and pay for a backup.
Oﬀering a little help to working parents
can come in many forms and ESI, though
they don’t oﬀer childcare, do oﬀer ﬂex
hours for their employees who need it. Annette Faccin has two children and is able
to work a ﬂexible schedule of 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. when she’s in the office and works
from home three days a week.
As well as oﬀering ﬂexible hours, ESI
tries to make healthy living easier for their
employees by having a gym in their office.
“It’s been the best investment,” says Richards, “because this is an industry in which
it’s great if you’re fit.” While it leads to higher productivity, having a gym in the office
also frees up extra time in the evening that
can then be spent with family.
Eating well, just like finding time to exercise, can be difficult to do when you’re being
pulled in a million directions. As an answer
to this challenge, Richards and Kriz started
communal salad lunches in their office. “It
was very important for us to eat well to
keep that energy sustained throughout the
afternoon,” Richards explains. “It’s healthy,

%
of Canadian Meeting Planners
report having a high
to moderate level of
work stress.
—M+IT MARKET REPORT, 2012
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it’s a nice way to bond over lunch and it’s
one less thing to worry about.” Having one
less thing to worry about can make a world
of diﬀerence for a working mother trying to
maximize her time with family.

OUTSIDE INTERESTS

Whether staff are going home to be with
their children or they’re going out to enjoy
a nice meal, Silcoﬀ values employees who
have outside interests. Personal interests
often inspire a theme for a successful event,
so in an eﬀort to support her employees’
personal lives, Silcoﬀ takes many approaches. “I have given an employee a course in
Pilates lessons in the past,” Silcoﬀ explains
of promoting outside-of-work hobbies and
encouraging wellness. “One of my employees likes to travel, so I let her take a whole
month oﬀ. She comes back renewed and it
helps the business.”
Getting that feeling of renewal is invaluable in the events industry where high energy is a requirement for success. During busy
periods, Arlene Schilke, a mother of four
children under the age of 10 and a managing partner of Timewise Event Management,
with offices in Calgary and Edmonton,
knows the challenges that a mother working in events faces. The only way Schilke
knows how to handle the demands on her
time is with a work-hard-play-hard mentality. “When it’s busy, we buckle down and get
it done; on the ﬂipside, when it’s not busy,
we take advantage of the break and enjoy
as much time oﬀ as we can.” Never knowing
what big project might be around the corner, Schilke is not afraid to take advantage
of any downtime that presents itself. “If it’s a
week with no deadlines, we make it a short
day, often taking entire afternoons oﬀ.”

GOING FREELANCE

Bonnie Del Bianco, a 20-year events veteran based in Toronto, was not being oﬀered
this kind of balance when she worked a
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full-time schedule. “I needed
to slow down and take more
breaks,” Del Bianco explains.
She created these breaks for herself by accepting fewer contracts,
enabling her to create her own
schedule. As a mother of three-yearold twins, this works perfectly for her.
Del Bianco shares a nanny with another
family, so during her busy time of year (the
winter), she has a full time nanny and in
the summer, she is with her kids as much
as possible. Being able to sustain a successful career without sacrificing too much
time with her children is a blessing for Del
Bianco. “I’m so very lucky that I can choose
not to work full time.”
If, unlike Del Bianco, you work full-time
throughout the year, it’s easy to let work
take over your life. There are times when
family and everything else in your life takes
a back seat for longer than you might like.
But it’s important to recognize when this is
happening and know how to adjust accordingly. For Kriz, this meant planning meals
and getting as much housework done before a work trip, so that her husband just
had to worry about the day-to-day hockey
practices and homework help. Though Kriz
was always aware of making her family a
priority, she was never more struck by the
need for a work/life balance than when she
lost her husband to a serious illness.
Prior to that, if it came down to it, work
trumped other things because it was her
livelihood. But, Kriz explains, “when my husband died, it opened my eyes to the importance of things; it brought other things into
perspective.” Now, though she always takes
work seriously, Kriz has a deeper appreciation for a full personal life. “Every year, the
first thing we do is plan our holidays and we
tell all our employees that,” says Kriz. “You
take your holidays no matter what and we
just work around it.” It seems like a small
diﬀerence, but putting leisure time at the
top of the list helps clarify the importance
of balance.
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LUNCH & LEARN

Nanny Robina is a parenting expert with over 30 years
of experience worldwide, including roles as a governess
and regular parenting contributor on television shows
like CityLine and The Mom Show, in Toronto. She is passionate about helping moms maintain work/life balance
by giving them strategies to cope, care and be confident with their choices and decisions. She hosts corporate Lunch & Learn sessions specifically designed to help
working parents (and their employers) strike a better
balance between work and family. According to Nanny
Robina, one of the most important elements of parenting is letting go of guilt.
Kriz knows this feeling all too well, explaining that
as a working mother, you try to do it all, yet constantly
“have this feeling that you’re never very good at anything.” Schilke echoes a similar sentiment, explaining
her feeling of always being torn in two. “When I’m at
work, I’m constantly thinking of my kids and when I’m at
home, I’m constantly thinking about work.” This kind of
guilt is unhelpful and damaging for the children.
“At the end of the day, you’ve made a decision. You
have a career and you work outside the home,” Nanny
Robina explains. “So when you get home, you have to
let go of the guilt. Step it up and be a parent.” But it’s
more than the guilt, she says. “When working parents
bring their work home, they are showing their children
that work is more important than them.”
If, as is common in events, you have additional work
to do after you’ve left the office, make your calls over
your Bluetooth in the car on the way home. Check your
e-mails after your children have gone to bed.
So focusing on family time is key to eﬀective parenting, says Nanny Robina. Whether it’s packing your
child’s lunch or planning the family outing of the year,
be present and focus on the task at hand. “It is the first
step toward finding a work/life balance in family life.”
Schilke oﬀers another piece of advice that has made
all the diﬀerence for her: accepting help when it’s oﬀered.
“I have a girlfriend who often oﬀers to take my son for
play dates. I used to feel guilty because I couldn’t reciprocate,” says Schilke. In the end, her friend was not looking
for reciprocation and these few hours of childcare made
a world of diﬀerence for Schilke’s strenuous schedule.
Finding a balance between career and family does
not come from just one place. Thankfully, it is not something working mothers are left to struggle with on
their own. Employers are recognizing the value of wellrounded and balanced employees and are taking steps
to make it happen.

Work/Life:
By the Numbers
BARRIERS TO GETTING
ENOUGH EXERCISE
+ 4 hours and 10 minutes: Average
time working parents spent with
their family on a typical workday
(1986).
+ 3 hours and 25 minutes: Average
time working parents spent with
their family on a typical workday
(2005).
+ During that same period, the
hours devoted to paid work in a
typical workday increased by an
average of 30 minutes.
WHY YOU SHOULD MAKE THE
TIME TO WORK OUT
+ Those who exercise at least 150
minutes per week were 65-percent less likely to feel sleepy
during the day and 45-percent less likely to report having
trouble concentrating.
WHY EMPLOYERS SHOULD
FOSTER ACTIVITY AND WELLNESS
+ Employers who have instated a
wellness program have seen a
22% decrease in absenteeism.
+ More Productive at Work: Over
80% of respondents in one
study on workplace wellness
agreed that it improved their
productivity by allowing them to
better relax, think more clearly,
concentrate and increased the
quality of their work.

—Sheila Street is editor of Together Family
and kidsworld magazines, in Toronto.
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Network

at Canada’s Greenest
Conference Centre

With free Wi-Fi Internet, spacious lounges and
pre-function spaces, natural light and picturesque
lakeside views, the state-of-the-art Allstream Centre
is the perfect place to host your next meeting,
convention or special event.
Start planning now. Visit allstreamcentre.com.

105 Princes’ Blvd., Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario 416 263 3000 sales@allstreamcentre.com
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How to set, and meet, four key
business objectives in 2012.

source M+IT 2012 MARKET SURVEY

BY ADAM PLETSCH
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SOURCE M+IT 2012 MARKET SURVEY

ach year, on Jan. 1, Canadians begin the agonizing task of trying to keep to their New Year’s
resolutions. For most of us, temptation leads,
ultimately, to disappointment, before we scrap
the plan and circle Dec. 31 as the date we might willingly
re-board that emotional roller coaster.
Canadian meeting planners set yearly goals as well.
Thankfully, temptation and emotion don’t often come
into play; these professional goals can be reached
when planners work hard, develop sound strategies
and focus on executing tasks one after another, to the
best of their abilities.
INCREASING BUSINESS
If your goal is to increase business, Jill Harrington,
president of Markham, Ont.-based salesSHIFT, offers
three ways third-party planners and suppliers can boost
sales in 2012.
1. Look forward, not back. Buying processes and
preferences in this industry have changed dramatically, and this trend will continue. New technology,
increased competition from non-traditional sources,
a scarcity of buyers’ time and attention dictate that
you can no longer rely on what worked in the past.
Figure out what is happening in the world of your
target market. What is ‘TOP’ of mind for your prospective buyers—i.e. what are their Threats, Opportunities and business Priorities? What do you need
to do differently, to assure your ongoing relevance?
2. Get curious. While relationships are important in
this industry, you can no longer rely on them alone.
Buying decisions are being scrutinized from higher
up in the food chain. These decision-influencers
and -makers are looking for ongoing, extraordinary
value—by their definition, not yours! Get curious.
Understand their perception of value through some
customer-centric conversations with them, then act
on your knowledge.
3. Get focused. For efficient business growth, stop
chasing every RFP or lead that crosses your desk.
Working on an opportunity you can’t win means
you’re not focusing on one you can. Get clear on
who buys from you and why, then proactively seek
out and prioritize new leads against this profile.
Systematically leverage technology such as LinkedIn,
Jigsaw and InsideView to find, study and connect with
the right people. And proactively leverage the people
who can provide qualified leads and introductions.
Harrington warns planners deciding on 2012 goals
that more and more products and services are quickly
replicated these days. “Today, your sales approach is a
more powerful differentiator than either of these. Be
willing to explore different perspectives and approaches—and commit to your own continuous learning and
professional development.”

KEEPING CURRENT
If you want to use current technology to improve business practices, help is here. Michael Doyle, editor and
executive director at The Virtual Edge Institute, in Pleasanton, Calif., says advances can lead to greater efficiencies in operations and logistics (SMMS) technology,
bringing innovation and savings.
Doyle recommends event and meeting professionals stay on top of new technologies, strategically and
tactically. The strategic side is learning about relevant
technologies at a high level and keeping abreast of
changes. Doyle says planners could also consider getting a Digital Event Strategist certification—or at least
going through some educational modules.
On a tactical level, most planners simply need to
know enough to work with a specialist in the area of
technology. “[You] need to know the vocabulary that
is used and how to communicate with the providers,
so that your strategy is executed properly and within
budget,” says Doyle.
Samuel J. Smith, managing director of Interactive
Meetings Technology, in Plymouth, Minn., agrees that
reading is an excellent way to stay current, especially
articles in the trade press and blogosphere.
He also suggests planners attend technology workshops and contact a consultant or digital strategist who
can help develop an RFP and/or select the right technology for a meeting or event. Social media can help
broaden your knowledge as well, including LinkedIn
Groups focusing on event technology.
Finally, Smith reminds event planners to be continually inquisitive. “It’s okay not to know, so ask questions,
until you feel comfortable. Don’t feel bad about saying,
‘I don’t understand. Can you explain it another way?’”
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY
Thinking of infusing events with a corporate social responsibility (CSR) or green focus? A modest goal could
be to donate, consistently, leftover floral arrangements
to hospitals after events, or to make financial donations to charities in lieu of speaker gifts. For example,
Sandra Wood, CMP, annual meeting manager, meetings
and travel management, at the Ottawa-based Canadian
Medical Association, says this year, her organization is
encouraging attendees to participate in a community
marathon because it “promotes good health, will raise
money for a local charity where the conference is taking
place, and enhances the overall experience.”
If you aim to make your events “greener” this year,
Shawna McKinley, Vancouver-based director of sustainability at MeetGreen, might be able to help. She directs
planners to focus on three steps to increasing sustainability: being strategic, enabling engagement and measuring success. McKinley says once planners come up
with a meeting strategy, they must communicate it well.

PERCENTAGE OF planners WHO
devote 75% to 100% of their work
time to planning meetings

29%

planners have donated money/
proceeds to a charity on behalf
of their organization/client

planners have planned/tried to
plan a green meeting or event

36%
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planners have incorporated a
CSR component into their
meetings for greater client/
corporate satisfaction

63%

planners use social media
for/at their events

35%

“People can’t do anything if you don’t let them know
what you want,” she says. “And if you want to reduce
waste, ask vendors how they can contribute to that
goal. It’s not about manipulating, it’s about understanding, sincerely, how sustainability can be a win-win, and
helping to make that happen.”
McKinley adds that post-event measurement is key.
A community service project could be measured by the
number of volunteer hours donated, financial contributions made or participants. Planners can check attendee evaluations or count up pieces of press coverage.
But regarding metrics, they should try for quality over
quantity. “Pick a few important ones that tell the whole
story,” she says.
Technology can have an impact on green events, too.
For example, many event planners are replacing foam
core and ink signs with digital signage.
BUILD COMMUNITY
If you’re considering building community, Tahira Endean, CMP, director, creative and production, at Vancouver’s
Cantrav, says more planners should explore the positive
impact virtual components can add to some meetings.
For example, some planners are finding greater

success in the application of knowledge when technical/
mandatory content is delivered virtually, via pre-show
webinars, before participants meet face-to-face. Relationships are built first and ideas gleaned from the webinar content can be further developed, she says.
“Choose venues that fit the live audience, offer the
bandwidth needed for both streaming content out and
supporting internal, web-enabled requirements. Consider adding a meeting app or game, for use on participants’ smartphones, tablets or laptops, which can aid in
reducing paper and engaging learning. Content and connection can also come via Skyped-in presenters and use
of your meeting’s back-channels. These are critical.”
Goal Setting
Critical to any successful business is a sound business
plan, and crucial to any plan is a set of well-considered
goals. No matter what those goals are, they need to
align with your overall medium- and short-term vision.
Only by doing that can you take your business to the
next level. For more insights from Jill Harrington, sales
expert, trainer and speaker, visit salesSHIFT.ca
—Adam Pletsch is a Toronto-based freelance writer and editor.

M E E T I N G AT T H E B R I A R S
A N H O U R F R O M T O R O N T O , A W O R L D A W AY F R O M T H E O F F I C E
A conference or a meeting held in the unique atmosphere of The Briars Conference
Centre, nestled along the shores of Lake Simcoe is sure to motivate your team!
Bring them up for the day, overnight, or plan for several days of productive meetings, team building and recreational activities.
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR CONFERENCE NEEDS
The Briars Conference Centre offers first class meeting facilities, accommodation,
and unparalleled four-season recreation opportunities. Our professional meeting
coordinators help you plan every facet of your meeting. Unique, flexible and diverse
function spaces for your group, comfortable accommodation, excellent meals and
on-site exercise facilities, walking trails and recreation amenities offer you and your
team the opportunity to be creative and productive, both in and out of your meetings. Our team offers you a warm welcoming environment to accomplish your goals.
“ F r o m t h e m o m e n t w e a r r i v e d s t a f f a t T h e B r i a r s w e r e f r i e n d l y, a c c o m modating, courteous and well, amazing, in a nutshell. The help I
received from everyone really ensured a smooth event. My colleagues
are still raving about their Briars experience and I am confident in
saying the positive impression everyone left with will be everlasting.”
- Stacey Hertzman, dermalogica

55 Hedge Road, Jackson’s Point, ON L0E 1L0
Tel 800.465.2376 Fax 905.722.9698
www.briarsmeetings.ca | brad.young@briars.ca
The Briars Incentive Works.indd 1
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arizona
Say “so long” to ordinary and explore the bold natural beauty
of the Grand Canyon State for your next group program.

Arizona.indd 53
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meetings
with a
view

������� �������� �� � �������
���������� ������ ��� �����.
Discover the difference between simply a meeting and
a true destination experience. Now your group can discover
everything the Sonoran Desert has to offer. With more
than ��,��� sq. ft. of indoor/outdoor meeting space, and
experiences such as our Native American Learning Center,
Arizona Birds of Prey presentation, Arizona Wine Experience,
nightly entertainment in the Center Stage Bar and even
guided hikes up Camelback Mountain, your meeting
attendees will be immersed in an authentic experience to
remember. For information, call ��� ��� ���� or visit
scottsdale.hyatt.com. Hyatt. You’re More Than Welcome.

��� ��� ����

����������.�����.���

yatt Regency Scottsdale Resort and Spa at Gainey
Ranch is known for combining nature, culture
and the spellbinding beauty of the destination
with the outstanding hospitality and service that
is essential for an important group program.
From the sophisticated luxury of its 493 guestrooms, suites and
casitas, all offering balcony or patio views, to more than 70,000
sq. ft. of indoor and outdoor meeting space, we will exceed your
expectations for both quality and flexibility of space.
Meeting rooms include the 14,280-sq.-ft. Vaquero Ballroom
and the 12,000-sq.-ft. Arizona Ballroom, plus 16 additional
breakout rooms, most with natural light and beautiful vistas.
Spectacular outdoor venues for daytime or evening functions
showcase the majestic McDowell Mountains, our pools and our
golf course, creating memorable events for attendees.
Additional resort amenities include a 2.5-acre water playground with 10 pools, a sand beach and a waterslide; 27 holes
of championship golf; world-class tennis; the unparalleled Spa
Avania; jogging paths and bicycling trails; the Native American
Learning Center; five distinctive restaurants; three bars; Venetian gondola rides and live nightly entertainment in the Center
Stage Bar.
With Scottsdale’s idyllic year-round weather, you can be sure
your attendees will be drawn to your event.

HYATT name, design and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Corporation. ©2012 Hyatt Corporation.
All54
rights reseved.
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walking
the walk
Since opening in April, 2010,
Talking Stick Resort has been more
than a mirage in the Scottsdale/
Phoenix meetings market. Owned
and operated by the Salt River
Pima-Maricopa Indian Community,
the 496-room property is a selfcontained desert oasis. Here are five
compelling reasons why Talking
Stick Resort is your gateway to the
‘Best of the Southwest’ for meetings,
conferences and special events:

1

Fl ex i bl e Meetings
Talking Stick Resort’s 100,000 sq.
ft. of indoor and outdoor function space
includes the 25,000-sq.-ft. Salt River
Grand Ballroom. The resort also features
21 individual meeting rooms, resort-wide
high-speed wireless Internet access and
full-service banquet services.

featuring world-class live entertainment
and 24-hour gaming at the 240,000-sq.ft. Arizona Casino, Talking Stick Resort
invites delegates to unwind thoroughly.

4
2

C u l i nary Exc e l l e n c e
The resort’s five diverse restaurants
include fine dining at Orange Sky, delivering 15th floor panoramic views, awardwinning gourmet cuisine and a wine
selection heralded by an Award of Excellence from Wine Spectator magazine.

3

Wo r l d- c l as s En te r tai nm e nt
From luxurious spa treatments and
championship golf by day, to lively nights

G ateway L o c ati o n
Just 15 minutes from Phoenix Sky
Harbor International Airport, Talking
Stick Resort is your gateway to Phoenix/
Scottsdale attractions, including Major
League Baseball spring training at nearby
Salt River Fields, home of the Colorado
Rockies and Arizona Diamondbacks.

5

Au th e n ti c al ly So u t h we s t
The pampered accommodations of
Talking Stick Resort exude the warmth
and charm of indigenous and regional culture, while embracing the state-of-the-art
demands of the modern business traveller.

The perfect meeting needs the perfect touch.

Work in style at Sco�sdale’s most accommodating event
destination with Four Diamond rooms and plenty of
indoor/outdoor meeting space for groups up to 2,000.
Then play in style with our world-class dining options,
luxury spa, thrilling casino and championship golf.
SCOTTSDALE | 877.724.4687 | TALKINGSTICKRESORT.COM
Proudly owned and operated by the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community.
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WE ARE
ALL IN
SALES
KEYNOTE
PRESENTATION

ABOUT MARK
Former Merrill Lynch stockbroker Mark
Jeffries has become a trusted adviser
and communications consultant to
many global blue chip corporations,
professional services organizations
and law firms. He’s appeared as an
image and communications expert on
NBC’s The Today Show, BBC News, Fox
Business and Sky News showing others
how to create the ideal ‘communication’
in any crucial business situation. Jeffries
is the author of two books What’s Up
With Your Handshake? and The Art of
Business Seduction.

AUGUST 21, 2012

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

Whether you’re a supplier selling
a product or a meeting planner
selling a service or emotion, you’re
in sales. Are you sure you’re taking
advantage of every opportunity?
Soft skills expert Mark Jeffries will
give you the tools you need to build
your career, your connections and
your business by managing the way
you communicate. Gain the insight,
confidence and motivation to seize any
communication opportunity and put
the lessons learned into practice on the
IncentiveWorks trade-show floor.

REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 2, 2012

MARK JEFFRIES
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERT

MarkIW.indd 56
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vancouver,
coast –and–
mountains
Luxury, diversity and adventure
define this unique region.

Vancouver Coast and Mountainsv2.indd 57
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ncompassing four distinct destination areas, Vancouver,
Coast and Mountains invites you to explore the endless
possibilities of one of Canada’s most diverse cultural and
geographic aggregations. From the snow-capped mountains of the
Fraser Valley, to the urban sophistication of Metro Vancouver, the
four-season destination is defined by its variety of exhilarating
experiences, breathtaking backdrops, abundant accommodations
and award-winning international cuisine, making it an ideal
destination for memorable meetings and incentive programs.
Fairmont Waterfront

METRO VANCOUVER -------On the wings of serving as host city
of the 2010 Olympic Winter Games,
Vancouver’s world-class infrastructure
includes new and renovated hotel
properties, as well as the expanded
Vancouver Convention Centre. The
ultra-modern and eco-friendly design
masterpiece offers 466,500 sq. ft. of
meetings, exhibition, ballroom and
plenary theatre space, as well as
ﬂoor-to-ceiling views of the adjacent
harbour. Vancouver offers more
than 25,000 guest accommodations across the city, ranging from
business-oriented properties in the
heart of the downtown core, to ﬁvestar properties near the convention
centre.
Linking directly to the Vancouver
Convention Centre via an enclosed
walkway, the Fairmont Waterfront
completely renovated its state-ofthe-art function spaces in 2011 and
offers 24,000 sq. ft. of function space
with stunning harbour and mountain
views. Green meetings are a priority
at the AAA Four Diamond property,
which distinguishes itself with a 5
Green Key Eco-Rating from the Hotel
Association of Canada, as well as a 4
Green Key Meeting Eco-Rating from
Green Key Global and MPI. Fairmont
Waterfront also features a 2,100-sq.-

Vancouver Coast and Mountainsv2.indd 58

ft. rooftop herb garden, as well as an
on-site honeybee apiary that produced 600 pounds of honey in 2010
for use in the hotel’s kitchens. Meetings booked at Fairmont Waterfront
in 2012 or 2013 qualify for attractive
value-added incentives, as well as a
chance to win the Ultimate British
Columbia Road Trip.

Snowshoeing on Grouse Mountain

1
O

Grouse Mountain
Just 15 minutes from downtown Vancouver, adventure at Grouse Mountain begins with a Skyride ascent
to 3,700 ft. above sea level, where
panoramic views of the Burrard Inlet
and surrounding alpine peaks await.
Grouse Mountain’s mountaintop chalet can accommodate groups ranging
from cozy functions for 10, to plated
dinners for 535 or cocktail receptions
for up to 795. Other venues include
the cultural and culinary experience
of the híwus feasthouse, an authentic Paciﬁc Northwest Longhouse
of the Squamish First Nations that
embodies their traditional way of life.
A plethora of seasonal activities
await, including “The Eye of the
Wind”, the world’s only wind turbine
featuring 360-degree clear glass
views of the future of responsible
energy. From snowshoeing, skating
and skiing in the winter, to ziplining,

The Ballroom Foyer of the Fairmont Waterfront
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BOOK IN 2012
& SAVE $2,012
Receive up to $2,012
in credit towards
your group master
folio. *some restrictions apply

BIG

Meetings are
in
Richmond, BC, Canada

Discover why more meeting planners are
booking 2nd tier cities like Richmond.
Our team works for you. Home to the
Vancouver International Airport (YVR),
with 26 hotels offering free airport
shuttles. Richmond’s convention hotels
and unique offsite venues are ideal for
up to 600 delegates.

Call: 1 888 297 5673
tourismrichmond.com/meetingscanada

10%
OFF

All 2012
Meeting Packages
starting at $77.77 !

RICHMOND HOSPITALITY GROUP
WORLD-CLASS SERVICE
PUTS YOU AT YOUR BEST
• 864 rooms in total including
280+ two bedded rooms
• 30,000 square feet of
versatile meeting space
• 900 parking stalls

Receive $109 room rate when booking
a meeting in July & August*
For more information email sales@riverrock.com
*Some restrictions
may apply.

8811 River Road
Richmond • BC
604.247.8900
www.riverrock.com

Vancouver Coast and Mountainsv2.indd 59

• Ideal location in the heart of
Richmond’s City Centre
• 24-hour complimentary
Airport Shuttle
• One convenient master
account and billing for
all three hotels

TO BOOK YOUR GROUP
Contact our office by email
sales@richmondhospitality.ca
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The view from the top of Grouse Mountain

hiking and wildlife sanctuaries in the
summer, Grouse Mountain is a hub
of alpine adventure.

Richmond

The John M.S. Lecky Boathouse, Richmond

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre

West Coast Wilderness Lodge

Vancouver Coast and Mountainsv2.indd 60

With a 65-per-cent Asian population and more residents of Chinese
ancestry than any other Canadian
city (45 per cent), Richmond offers delegates an authentic taste of
the Far East on Metro Vancouver’s
West Coast. The bustling city centre,
dubbed the Golden Village, is Canada’s most vibrant Asian community, boasting three Hong Kong-style
malls, a bevy of cultural cuisine (400
Asian restaurants) and more than 300
Asian shops and services.
From the New York Times to Conde
Nast Traveler, Richmond is heralded as
having “the best Chinese food outside of China” and is an acclaimed
culinary destination where freshlyprepared dim sum, frothy bubble
tea, sizzling hot pot and sumptuous
xiao long bao (soup dumplings) await
at every corner. After a long day of
meetings, head down to the famed
Alexandra Road (nicknamed “Food
Street”), where as many as 200 Asian
restaurants are concentrated within a
three-block radius.
Richmond truly shines when it
comes to hosting meetings and
conventions for up to 600 delegates,
offering more than 145,000 sq. ft. of
combined meeting space, 27 brandname hotels and a personalized “can
do” service approach. Home to the

Vancouver International Airport
and just 25 minutes from Vancouver’s
waterfront and attractions via the Canada Line rapid transit system, Richmond is an accessible and affordable
alternative to downtown Vancouver.
Discover why more meeting
planners are booking cities like
Richmond—a city where Chinese
New Year is celebrated 365 days of
the year. In honour of the mighty Year
of the Dragon, book now and receive
up to $2,012 in credits towards your
group master folio.

FRASER VALLEY ---------------One of British Columbia’s most fertile
regions, the Fraser Valley is home to
abundant agricultural production. The
region’s wineries produce everything
from fruit and berry based vintages, to
traditional grape wines, all sown in the
unique soil of the Fraser Valley. Other
bountiful harvests emanate from fresh
produce farms, hazelnut orchards
and local honey producers, all seamlessly blended into the pristine natural
beauty of their surroundings.
The cities of Chilliwack, Langley
and Abbotsford can also be found in
the Fraser Valley, with the latter offering a convenient and cost-effective air
travel alternative from most Canadian
cities via Abbotsford International
Airport.
Abbotsford’s Tradex Exhibition
Centre is the second largest facility
of its kind in British Columbia, hosting more than 90 events per year. The
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120,000-sq.-ft. facility offers column-free exhibition space
in two halls and is supported by an abundant infrastructure of local hotels, resorts and B&Bs.

SEA TO SKY COUNTRY ---------------------------Sea to Sky Country inevitably leads to the world-renowned resort town of Whistler, a four-season destination
offering everything from championship golf, hiking, biking
and ﬁshing in summer, to world-class skiing and snowboarding in the winter months.
Eco-friendly mountain meetings begin with the Whistler Conference Centre, offering 65,000 sq. ft. of ﬂexible
space and catering services. As a unique cultural alternative, the Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre provides
an opportunity for visitors to learn about the history of
Whistler’s First Nations, while hosting a banquet in the
Great Hall for up to 270 guests. The Great Hall can also
accommodate up to 500 for cocktail receptions in an
atmosphere featuring authentic indigenous art and magniﬁcent mountain views from the facility’s 22-ft. ﬂoor-toceiling windows.
Whistler embodies the essence of a true mountain
resort, from luxurious accommodations and ﬁne international cuisine, to designer shopping outlets and a
plethora of healthy outdoor activities. Team-building options are numerous and include the innovative corporate
wellness program at Nita Lake Lodge, which embraces
the concepts of ﬁtness, teamwork and lifestyle balance.
The luxury boutique hotel also features 6,800 sq. ft. of
meeting and event space, supported by state-of-the-art
audiovisual and multi-media capabilities.

SUNSHINE COAST --------------------------------Summer is simply irresistible along British Columbia’s
Sunshine Coast, where time stands still while hiking
through the coastal rainforest or kayaking through the
region’s narrow inlets.
In all, the Sunshine Coast offers 900 hotel rooms to
choose from, including several quaint B&Bs. The Sunshine Coast Trail will lead you to the pampered luxury of
the West Coast Wilderness Lodge in Egmont, where
corporate retreats and team-building programs unfold
in an environment seemingly worlds away. The 20-room
resort is available for buyouts and offers kayaking tours
through nearby inlets, wildlife viewing and exhilarating
hikes along the banks of the Skookumchuck Rapids—
the fastest saltwater rapids in North America.
Whether focused in one of the region’s unique settings, or opting for the best of both worlds by combining
urban meetings with wilderness adventure, Vancouver,
Coast and Mountains region has something for every
imaginable agenda…and every budget. •

grousemountain

Inspiring Perspective.
With multiple mountaintop venues, award-winning
cuisine, abundant activities and breathtaking views,
Grouse Mountain provides a distinctive West Coast
experience.
Corporate events, parties, team building and
receptions. Only Here.

ONLY HERE
ONE DESTINATION, ENDLESS EXPERIENCES
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PANAMA
The Island of Guna Yala

The Panama Canal

PHOTOS: Trump Ocean Club International, Panama Tourism.

The Darien Jungle

Trump Ocean Club International Hotel & Tower
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A combination of the historic and the modern, the
international and the Latin, Panama is a versatile
destination like no other in Central America.
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

PHOTOS: Trump Ocean Club International, Panama Tourism.

Strolling through the streets of Panama
City, it’s easy to see why people refer to it
as ‘Little Miami.’
Sky-high buildings, like the impressive
Revolution Tower, shaped like a double helix,
create an enviable Manhattan-like skyline.
The last two decades have yielded new,
skillfully designed buildings and an explosion of chain restaurants, massive contemporary malls and luxury hotels. That, in combination with the city’s renowned financial
base, has earned the city its spicy moniker.
But perhaps a more accurate description
is that Panama City has one foot in Havana
and the other in Miami.
Like Havana, Panama’s capital city oozes
history everywhere you turn. In the eastern
end, the ruins of the first Spanish settlement
(1519), known locally as Panama la Vieja or
Old Panama, remain. Nine kilometres away,
the original colonial-era architecture that
lines the narrow streets of Casco Viejo is still
visible. Old homes and churches provide a
picturesque backdrop and enough authenticity to transport you from the everyday.
Atop Cerro Ancon, a mix of colourful
residences and lofty skyscrapers juts out
from the landscape, embodying the vivid
juxtaposition of old and new.
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
While the city owns a 476-year-old history,
the modern Panama is no stranger to contemporary design. In 2011, the city welcomed
the 70-storey, sail-shaped Trump Ocean
Club International Hotel & Tower Panama,
on the Punta Pacifica Peninsula. The hotel
and condominium tower boldly contributes
to the city’s skyline and features more than
46,000 sq. ft. of function space, including
an 8,611-sq.-ft. grand ballroom that can accommodate 950 guests.
In January, Starwood Hotels & Resorts
unveiled the $100-million Westin Playa
Bonita, Panama’s first Westin hotel property, which features 611 luxury rooms and
62,000 sq. ft. of meeting space.
But not all of the city’s properties are so
grand. Amidst the downtown bustle sits a
quiet, understated, yet luxurious five-star

resort, the Finisterre Suites & Spa. Barely a
year old, its pristine interior furnishings and
luxury amenities, such as rooftop pool, fitness centre and spa, create a comfortable
home-away-from-home for hotel guests.
Eighty minutes west of Panama City, the
Bristol Buenaventura provides a luxury option for incentive-travel groups. This secluded and exotic locale offers 109 guestrooms,
five suites, eight villas and three pools with
swim-up bars and beach butlers.
AUTHENTIC PANAMA
Old-school buses, painted vibrant colours,
find new life as the city’s public transportation system and add charm to the city.
Street vendors serve up ice cream and sno
cones by the roadside. Traditional Panamanian fare—rice, meat and plantain—can be
sampled at any local restaurant. For upscale dining, Oliva y sal is a certain hit, with
first-rate service, a variety of private dining
rooms, and fine Mediterranean cuisine. Or
feast on the sea bass in tamarind sauce at
Barandas Restaurant, in The Bristol Hotel.
Beyond historic city tours, an indisputable must-see is the spectacular Panama
Canal. Fifteen minutes from the city, Miraflores Locks allows visitors to watch as transiting vessels temporarily surrender their
ship to a Panamanian captain, who guides it
through the infamous waterway. Miraflores
Visitor Centre features a restaurant with
panoramic view, fully-equipped theatre and
hall for special events. Nature lovers can
travel by boat to the uninhabited Isla Monos
or Monkey Island and spot Capuchin or
Howler monkeys in the trees. Take a guided
tour through the rainforest via gondola or
zip through the canopies and hike the trails
and hanging bridges.
Cap off the Panamanian experience by
watching the sun rise in the Pacific and set on
the Atlantic, as Panama is the only place in the
world where this is possible. Its remarkable
geographic location, bridging two different
worlds, is what keeps visitors coming back.
—Christine Otsuka is Assistant Editor

tip

Panama’s roads and transportation
systems are safe, but Panama City’s
rush hour rivals China’s or Lima,
Peru’s, when it comes to congestion.
There are frequent traffic jams
in Panama, due to high levels of
private transport ownership. If you’re
arranging transportation to and from
off-site venues, you’ll want to take this
into account.

fast facts
VisitPanama.com
Atlapa Convention Centre
10,500 people
Tocumen International Airport
PTY
Copa Airlines, four times
weekly, direct from Toronto
Five hours from
Toronto
Eastern Standard Time

High 31° C
Low 20° C
Dry season is late
December to early May
The official currency is the
Balboa; USD is widely used
The population is 3.4-million
Official language
is Spanish
Travellers are charged $20
USD to exit the country
The capital is Panama City

of Meetings + Incentive Travel
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Canada’s eastern-most
capital city is ground zero
for the new Newfoundland.

The colourful
row houses
of St. John’s

BY ALLAN LYNCH

The East Coast Trail

“Newfoundland is always on the wrong side of the
economic conditions,” smiles Mark McCarthy, president
of Newfoundland’s largest DMC, McCarthy’s Party and
Conference Services. “Now we’re in the boom!”
That’s the thing about Canada’s eastern-most capital
city: good or bad times, people here smile constantly.
It’s as if they know something the rest of the country
doesn’t. And there’s a lot to smile about. While the subtext of Newfoundland and Labrador Tourism’s awardwinning ad campaign, showing running children and
flapping sheets, portraying a happy place full of the
simple and wondrous joys of life and nature, is authentic
and true, Destination St. John’s wants planners to know
there is a modern historic city here with all the technological and professional support needed to do business
in the 21st century.
St. John’s has always been a fun place. Who hasn’t
heard of bar-lined George Street? But with the oil
boom, there’s a new energy here, driven by pride, ideas,
and passion. Get over any lingering ideas that this is
confederation’s poor cousin. St. John’s is hopping and
happening.
Airline seat capacity at St. John’s International Airport has risen by 40 per cent in a decade. To keep

Murray Premises

up with passenger traffic growth, which is more than
double the national average, the airport is launching a
$150-million expansion.
CONVENTION CENTRE
Downtown, the St. John’s Convention Centre has received approval—and $45-million—to double in size, by
2016. The new centre will have a 19,300-sq.-ft. ballroom,
7,100-sq.-ft. junior ballroom, 15,000 sq. ft. of crush lobby and 10 additional breakout rooms.
Keeping pace with the rapid growth are the city’s
hoteliers. St. John’s has 16 hotels and seven more proposed on the books. Properties include Atlantic Canada’s largest hotel, the 403-room Delta St. John’s, which
is connected to the 6,000-seat Mile One Centre and St.
John’s Convention Centre. The 301-room Sheraton Hotel
Newfoundland underwent a massive renovation when it
rebranded from Fairmont, and has 17,200 sq. ft. of meeting space, including a 7,300-sq.-ft divisible ballroom.
Bridging big and small, the city has a variety of upscale
boutique properties, from the 67-room waterside Murray Premises to 12-room properties like Blue on Water
and new Duckworth Hotel that are ideal for groups challenged for small meeting space.

photos: Destination St. John’s. Thinkstock.

Raymond’s Restaurant

ST. JOHN’S
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photos: Destination St. John’s. Thinkstock.

The pillows are needed because delegate numbers
show Newfoundland is on everybody’s “bucket list”. Not
only do meetings attendance ﬁgures rise, 48 per cent
of delegates stay longer and 30 per cent tour outside
the city. This means more delegates bring their spouses
and families.
Size makes St. John’s an efficient place to do business. Not only can delegates walk to most places downtown, it’s a small enough society that partners know
who to call to get immediate action.
Its one weakness, modesty, is a parenting hangover.
East Coast parents raise their children not to be boastful. So it’s forgivable that many of us don’t realize St.
John’s is Canada’s new culinary capital.
CULINARY CAPITAL
Raymond’s Restaurant, which has four group options
from their bar, private dining room, main restaurant and
rooftop deck, was named Canada’s Best New Restaurant for 2011 by enRoute magazine. Atlantica, enRoute’s
2007 best new Canadian restaurant, still oﬀers stunning
watery sunsets 20 minutes from downtown. In 2013, Top
Chef Canada participant Todd Perrin will open a new
restaurant in one of North America’s oldest homes, Mallard Cottage, in Quidi Vidi Village.
The Sheraton Hotel Newfoundland’s executive chef
Roary MacPherson won a bronze medal at the 2008
Culinary Olympics in Germany, cooking on a hotel-room
hot plate, and won best vegan dish at the 2010 Canadian Chefs Conference. Five times he’s led a culinary
team to the James Beard House, in New York. Fourroom Bacalao restaurant features a hyperlocal, ecofriendly menu promoting nouvelle Newfoundland cuisine. Blue on Water has three chefs on staﬀ who smoke
their own cheeses and make their own prosciutto. the
Gypsy tearoom and Wine house is on Wine Spectator’s
top 100 list.
F&B-wise, St. John’s is exciting because it is a totally
self-sufficient destination where chefs know their producers and everything, right down to wines, beers, spirits made from iceberg water, is local.
Food and beverage is so important, so sophisticated,
that the Newfoundland and Labrador Liquor Corporation has sommeliers in some stores! St. John’s is way
beyond cod tongues and Screech.
It’s ground zero for the new Newfoundland.

Gypsy Tearoom
and Wine House

DestinationStJohns.com
St. John’s Convention
Centre, 16,000 sq. ft.
St. John’s International
Airport, YYt
Direct ﬂights from major
Canadian cities
3.5 hours from Toronto
Time zone a half-hour oﬀ
Eastern Standard Time
Cape Spear

Atlantica Restaurant

Same latitude as
Paris, France
Cape Spear sees the sun
rise before anywhere else
Most concentrated moose
population on the planet
World’s largest population
of humpback whales

Duckworth
Hotel guestroom

Has its very own Dictionary
of Newfoundland English

tip
Delta St.John’s

—Allan Lynch is a freelance writer based in New Minas, N.S.

fast facts

Group business is so strong
in St. John’s that hotels are
experiencing sellout dates in
traditionally low occupancy
months like January. Destination St. John’s sales director
Krista Cameron says, “We are
a popular destination and encourage large groups to book
well in advance, but do check
with us for groups with short
lead times. With new [hotels]
on the horizon, we may be
able to accommodate.”
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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cool gifts

1

3

1. POP Handset features a soft-touch texture and high-quality speaker. Can be used
with all mobile phones when fitted with
the correct adaptor. Wide range of colours
available. $40. incrediblenovelties.com

2

2. SRS iWOW 3D audio-enhancing adaptor
attaches to an iPhone, iPod, iPad and iPod
nano, to deliver surround sound from all
music, videos and games. Headphone jack.
$60 USD. srslabs.com
3. Livescribe’s 2GB Echo Smartpen
records (and plays back) 200 hours of
audio and stores thousands of pages of
notes. Can transfer notes and audio to a
computer. $99. smartpencentral.com
4

4. My Car is a stylish paperweight (made
from mirror-polished nickel and a compact
3.75 inches long) that’s magnetized for
holding paper clips. Starting at $42.
redscarfpromotions.com

5

5. Club Salt and Pepper Shaker, in silverplated stainless steel. Separate salt/pepper
chambers pour from holes on either side.
Starting at $26. redscarfpromotions.com

7

6. Made of soapstone and chilled in the
freezer for three to four hours, Teroforma’s
Whisky Stones keep tumbler-sized drinks
cold, without diluting them. Giftbox of nine,
$24.99. chapters.indigo.ca

6

9

8

7. Omega Vase (12 inches x 11 inches) features mirror-polished stainless-steel construction and tilts to either side, depending
on how much water it’s filled with. Starting
at $126.00. redscarfpromotions.com
8. LP Coasters are made from vinyl records
cut down to 4.25 inches x 4.25 inches and
finished along the edges. Ribbon- or twinebundled package of four. $22.
papermusedesigns.etsy.com
9. Serenity Necklaces display naturerelated images in reversible colour combos
(purple/red, peach/lime and turquoise/
brown). $10-$15. foxyoriginals.com
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travel gear

1

AS I SEE IT

3

5

2

4

7

6

1. The Body Pouch discreetly conceals money, passport and valuables. Zippered pocket, soft fabric
and cross-body adjustable strap. 6.5 inches x 5.5 inches. $16 USD. flight001.com 2. Pour your wine into
PlatyPreserve, squeeze out the air and tighten the leak-proof cap. BPA-free plastic pouch prevents
oxidation and won’t affect taste. $12.85 USD. magellans.com 3. The compact Flat-Out Toiletry Kit can
be packed flat inside a suitcase or zipped up and stashed inside a carry-on bag. $29.85 USD.
magellans.com 4. Smaller than a deck of cards, Lingo Compact Diplomat Talking Translator speaks and
translates 15 languages and more than 10,500 travel phrases in eight travel-related categories. $60 USD.
magellans.com 5. IDAPT’s i4 Charger accommodates four devices simultaneously, three via tip ports
and one from a USB port using a guest USB cable. White or black. $55. affinitycanada.com 6. TuGo
Cup Holder nestles a takeout coffee cup between the telescoping handles of wheeled luggage. Thread
it around the handles, tighten and slide in a small-to-medium cup. $14 USD. magellans.com 7. RFID
Passport/Ticket Wallet prevents hackers from accessing radio-frequency tags in passports and credit
cards. Made of nylon, it features multiple compartments. $24 USD. magellans.com
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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hot ideas

Fill-in-the-Blank Name Tags measure 4 inches x 2.5
inches. Package of 40 tags contains 10 each green,
pink, blue, orange. $7 USD. seejanework.com

The Canadian Hunger Foundation’s ‘Crateful of Critters’ gift
provides three goats, three piglets and five chickens to a rural
family in developing nations. $215 donation. giftsthatmatter.ca

Eazywallz large-scale, selfadhesive wall murals (removable and
reusable). Choose from thousands
of designs or upload your preferred
image. Start at $119. eazywallz.com

Instant Autographs allows users to print,
on-site, autographed photos of sports and
entertainment stars. Strong in NFL; more
TV, movie celebs promised. $11.99/photo.
instantautographs.com
68

Westin offers staff-led runs at
participating Canadian hotels,
including The Westin Harbour
Castle and The Westin Ottawa.
Runs can be customized for attendee groups. westin.com

Parking in Motion iPhone app provides attendees accurate, real-time
info on
available
parking in
500-plus
cities in
the U.S.,
Canada,
Europe.
Android
version
expected
by June,
2012.
Free download. parkinginmotion.com

ViridiSTOR’s Green Box lets attendees
collect marketing/informational materials
from trade-show exhibitors by plugging
in a USB memory stick and downloading
electronic versions. Typical cost, for USBs
and box: $999 USD. viridistor.com
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AS I SEE IT

International Centre +
Tourism Toronto
‘Project Runway’ Event

Speakers’ Spotlight
Holiday Event

CanSPEP Holiday
Gathering
LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Robin Paisley, M+IT; Lynda Gidge, Maxvantage; Debbie Miller, Tourism Toronto.
2. Bonnie Howell, Tourism Toronto; Sonja Chilcott, M+IT. 3. Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Martin Perelmuter, Speakers’ Spotlight. 4. Sonja Chilcott, M+IT; Kaely Evans, Green Shag. 5. Sandy Biback, CMP,
CMM, Imagination+ Meeting Planners Inc; Lorne Kelsey, Peterborough + The Kawarthas Tourism.
6. Heidi Wilker, Blessed Events.
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MPI Holiday Gala

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Mark Kelly, CN Tower; Shafeela Gill, International Centre. 2. Kelsey Bremer, M+IT; Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Richard Dasrath,
Centre Stage AV; Melissa Scott, M+IT. 3. Ryan Young, Brookstreet; Carrina Tsui, Aimia; Marc Forgette, Brookstreet. 4. Mariella Irivarren,
Acuren Group; Paola O. Silk, International Centre. 5. Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Laura Marin, Copa Airlines. 6. Alanna McQuaid, M+IT; Krista
Cameron, Destination St. John’s.
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AS I SEE IT

Meetings & Conventions PEI Event

Visit Scotland Luncheon

Site Holiday Gathering
LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Joe Nishi, Meeting Encore. 2. Mary Mulligan, CMP, Mary Mulligan Event Management. 3. Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Fiona Hyslop, Scotland’s cabinet secretary for culture and external
affairs. 4. Pat Gappmayr, Tourism Kelowna. 5. Dale Pusching, Anguilla Tourist Board. 6. Joe Orecchio,
Road Ahead Meetings and Events; Geoff Mak, CMP, Allstream Centre. 7. Susan Prophet, Destination
Quebec. 8. Wendy MacKenzie, independent; Liz Akey, EMA Marketing; Joanne Keating, Meridican.
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PCMA Convening Leaders

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Musical performers at PCMA Opening Reception. 2. Jacqui Sullivan, CMP, Absolute Conferences & Events; Robin Paisley,
M+IT. 3. Moran Klod, Fairmont Queen Elizabeth; Joan Cutlip-Spivey, FASAE, Tourisme Montreal; Andree-Anne Sauvageau, Hyatt Regency
Montreal. 4. Tamara Bent, Paradise Point; Bob Beach, Destination Hotels and Resorts; Robin Paisley, M+IT. 5. PCMA Closing Block Party.
6. Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Robin Paisley, M+IT; Robert Scott, MTCC. 7. John Buckley, CMP, Infectious Diseases Society of America; Kaelan
Henderson, InterContinental Toronto Centre. 8. Christine Otsuka, M+IT; Janet Jakobsen, CMP, Niagara College; Jacqui Sullivan, CMP, Absolute Conferences & Events; Yola Marshall, InterContinental Toronto Centre; Robin Paisley, M+IT; David Chisholm, MTCC; Kaelan Henderson,
InterContinental Toronto Centre; Robert Scott, MTCC. 9. Janet Jakobsen, CMP, Niagara College; Robin Paisley, M+IT; David Chisholm, MTCC.
10. Robin Paisley, M+IT; David Ogilvie, Starwood Hotels & Resorts. 11. Yola Marshall, InterContinental Toronto Centre; Jeff Thredgold, Thredgold Economic Associates; Janet Jakobsen, CMP, Niagara College.
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toronto
®

279 yonge street
1+416-362-3636 • hardrock.com

facebook.com/hardrock • twitter.com/hardrock
©2011 Hard Rock International (USA), Inc. All rights reserved.
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Pop-Up Resort

A pop-up resort, Papaya Playa, a Design Hotels project, opened
Dec. 6, in Tulum, Mexico, featuring 99 refurbished cabanas on a
2,900-ft. stretch of beach along the Caribbean Sea. Papaya Playa

+ For bookings: designhotels.com
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PHOTOS Design Hotels

closes May 5, so catch it while you can.
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More Value.
Get the most out of your meeting at Starwood Hotels & Resorts across the U.S., Canada, Caribbean, Mexico,
and Latin America. Book a meeting by March 31, 2012 and receive:

1 Welcome reception
OR

2 Percent off master-billed rooms

Plus, up to 100,000 Starpoints® at signing

OR

3 Complimentary room upgrades
STARWOODHOTELS.COM/VALUEADDEDMEETINGS

More Variety.
Starwood Hotels & Resorts oﬀers a selection of unique On-Site
Specialty Events to complement your meeting. From epicurean
adventures to competitive, team-building events with a sociallyconscious twist, you can create an engaging meeting experience
on-site, with a single point of contact.
STARWOODHOTELS.COM/SPECIALTYEVENTS
Scan QR for On-Site Specialty Events Video

Full offer details are posted at starwoodhotels.com/valueaddedmeetings. ©2011 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, Starpoints, Sheraton, Four Points, W, Aloft,
The Luxury Collection, Le Méridien, Element, Westin, St. Regis and their respective logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.
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Ask about FREE teambuilding
and MORE hot perks

& CONFERENCE CENTRE
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